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RAFER JOHNSON
UCLA's Olympic Decathlon
Champion
In 1956 while living in Los Angeles, I watched
Coast Conference and NCAA crowns to UCLA
UCLA, paced by Rafer Johnson (Kingsburg High)
for the first time. Remember a long jumper by
and Bobby Seaman (Reedley High) break a very
the name of Dick Knaub? He placed 6th on his
long winning streak USC had over them in track
last attempt which gave the Bruins the points
and field.
they needed for their first-ever NCAA track
The Trojans were King Kong in collegiate
crown. Look it up.
track then. They had won something like 19
I was very proud that two outstanding
straight NCAA track and field champitrackmen who went to high school about
onships. Lots of fans have forgotten
~j~~t;.thirty miles from where I went were
about that.
the ones who led the Bruins to their
They also had never been
first-everNCAA title. The Unibeaten in a dual meet by their
versity of Southern Califorcrosstow n rivals from
nia campus was about 8
UCLA . Th e Bruins
good javelin heaves
were j ust emerging
fro m 4110 S.
as a track power in ~_... 1
Figueroa where I
the mid-SO's They
lived in a boarding
were posing serious
house in Los Angeles,
challenges to the suand I hated the Trojans,
premacy of USC and Occibut there was always somedental, not on ly in Los Angeles
thing athletic going on at the
but in national intercollegiate track
Trojan campus so I spent a lot of
circles.
"'-.... : .-.. :~.:' time over there watching track meets,
Rafer Johnson of Kingsburg and
· football practices, basketball drills, baseBobby Seaman of Reedley and some other
ball games, East squad practices for the antrack and field stalwarts wearing blue and ·•.Y nual Pro Bowl, etc.

gold brought some of that USC winning to a
screeching halt. They brought the 1956 Pacific

NOV. 23- Tues -- I took a blood test at Kai ser today,
suggested by Dr. Choi .
NOV. 24- Wed-- Jerry Vaughn of the California
Dept. of Alcohol and Drug Programs, came to Vida
Nueva to monitor our program. He's a tall dude, 6'6",
used to play basketball for Santa Clara University. I
remembered seeing him play. We reminisced about
hoops for awhile, then got down to business. Represent-

(Cont . on Pg 498)

ing us were: Sid Haro, Joe G. Lopez, David Sierra, Noe
Montoya, and Pete Gonzalez who showed up as the
meeting was ending.
Kenny Deitch took the GI Forum van to Sacramento
today to pick up donations of canned goods from
Campbell Soup Co.
Ernie Salazar, a former San Jose GI Forum member,
came by Vida Nueva to visit, but we could not visit with
him because of a monitoring visit by the state. Invited
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Rafer Johnson
(Cont. from Pg 497)
One bright Saturday morning Johnson was at a
USC track clinic, which also featured Jon Arnett and
C.R. Roberts, USC's tale nted long jumpers. Johnson
was standing around talking to other athletes and
finally he was alone and I approached him.
"Rafer, may I take your picture?"

He turned around, and stood still, looking off
to one side. God, what a physical specimen, I
thought. A beautiful build for an athlete. ANY
sport.
I knew that he had been a devastating high
school halfback, basketball player, and track star at
little Kingsburg High in the central San Joaquin
Valley, 20 miles south of Fresno and 30 miles up the
road from where I grew up and went to school in
Woodlake.

The Tigers had beaten Kingsburg for the
1952 San J oaquin Valley small schools title in
track and field. Rafer was only a freshman.
He was so unknown that the Fresno BEE referred to him as Rayford Johnson in their article
about Woodlake winning the Sierra Division track
crown.
I took a couple of p hotos and then asked another
man who was also taking photos if he would shoot
one of my favorite Bruin of the moment, Rafer
Johnson
"You're from Kingsburg, " I said as he put his
arm over my shoulder while we were being photo-

graphed.
"You know Kingsburg? " he asked.
"I'm from W oodlake," I replied, "We beat you

(Cont. on Pg 499)

him to come back that evening and attend the Thanksgiving dinner, but he did not show.

NOV 26 - Fri --Took a blood test at Kaiser today,
suggested by Dr. Jai Choi.
NOV. 29 - Mon -- Kept an appointment with Dr.
Choi today. She started me on SIX MG ofDilantin daily.
One in the morning with breakfast, and five at bedtime.
That seems like a lot ofDilantin , but I don't need another
seizure.
DEC. 2 - Thurs -- Anthony Gonzales, a Consumer
Credit Counselor, was our speaker at the Thursday night

meeting at Vida Nueva. He was invited to come back
again some other time. The res idents really enjoyed his
presentation. They asked a lot of questions.
DEC. 3 - Fri -- Monica Lopez, a former Miss San
Jose GI Forum queen, representing AT&T, was here to
try to enroll Vida Nueva in a program seeking lower long
distance telephone rates on calls made out of the country. We don't do business out of the country, so we aren't
interested. B ut ... she's a very nice person, and we
enj oyed the visit with her.

DEC. 3 -- Fri -- I wrote to Dr. Charlu at Kaiser
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Rafer Johnson
(Cont. from Pg 498)
guys in the Valley Finals in '52."
"Yes, I remember," he smiled. "You guys had a
lot of long distance runners, and were deep in the
field events," he said. "Were you on the team?"

"No," replied, "I was the sports writer for the
school paper and for the town paper. I have the
article that the Fresno BEE wrote. I remember
that they misspelled your name."
He just smiled. He remembered that too.
Reverting to my reportorial inquisitive mode, I
asked, "When are the Bruins going to beat USC in
track?" I asked.
"This year," he said, very positively.
I asked him about his younger brother Jim who
was also an outstandi ng athlete at Kingsburg.
"He's coming to UCLA also," he said. I asked
about Guy Troisi and some other good athletes that
played for the Ki ngsburg Vikings. He knew where
they were and what they were doing. I shook hands
with him and decided to leave him to the bunch of
kids who were starting to pester him for his autograph and to take pictures with him. He seemed very
comfortable talking to the kids.
I briefly considered calling the Los Angeles
TIMES an d g iving them two exc lusi ves: 1.
JOHNSON GUARANTEES FIRST-EVER UCLA
TRACK VICTORY OVER USC; and
2.BRUINSLAND JIMJOHNSON,ALLVALLEY GRIDDER & T RACK STAR, BROTHER OF

RAFER JOHNSON.
UCLA has themselves a one-man public relations agency, I thought. I was very proud of him ...
and 45 years later I still thi nk he is the Biggest.
Baddest Bruin of Them All.
Rafer was e lected Captain of the UCLA Frosh
track & field team. In one of the first meets of his
freshman year he won the low hurdles, high hurdles,
discus and high j ump, and pl aced third in the shotput.

(Cont. from Pg 499)

today asking for a copy of the physical exam she did
on me. She did not send it. Referred me to the
business office. All the more reason not to want to see
her again. She did not take time to explain that she
was just following Kaiser Permanente policy.

Sid and I comme nted on it. If you're going to honor
someone, do it right. But, w hy do we pay so much
homage to alcohol deale rs?

DEC. 6- Mon -- Took a blood test at Kaiser today.
Recommenmded by Dr. Choi.
DEC. 9- Thurs --Sid and I attended a fa rewell party
put on by some friends of AI Perez, regional manager of
Coors Beer, who will be leaving the area to work
elsewhere. Chairman H umberto Garza presented him
with a plaque that he could have fi tted in his back pocket.

DEC. 14 - Tues --Officer Mari o Hernandez of SJPD
spoke to the Tuesday night meeti ng at Vida Nueva about
T raffic Safety. It was a very appropriate presentation
because the holidays are coming. T he "drinking season"
is underway, and our residents have had problems with
that in the past. They asked a lot of questions, most of
which they already knew the answers to. Getting picked

DEC. 13- Mon --Dr. Choi said I could end my 6
MG of Dilantin daily beginning today.
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Rafer Johnson
(Cont. from Pg 499)
The following week against Mt. San Antonio
College he entered six events and won them all,
eclipsing the Bruin Frosh record in the javelin by
six feet!

In his sophomore year, UCLA with a
team which had Johnson, Bobby Seaman, Russ Ellis and Ron Drummond,
won the Pacific Coast Conference championship and the NCAA title, breaking a
USC record of 15 straight conference
titles and seven straight and 19 of the past
26 NCAA titles.
But they could not beat USC in a dual meet.
If my memory serves me, that was also the meet
where Parry O'Brien, a former USC Trojan, put the
shot 60
In his senior year Johnson was elected President of the UCLA student body and was a starter on
John Wooden's basketball team.
He was the first African American to pledge a
national fraternity at UCLA. He won a Silver Medal

up for drunken driving can be very, very expensive. It
can also cost you your freedom. And in some cases, your
automobile, Officer Hernandez said.
DEC, 20- Mon -- Kept an appointment with Olympia Fruge, R.N.N.P., for a physical exam at Kaiser
Hospital.
EC. 22 -- I got a letter from the Califor
nia DMV asking that I call 277-1314 at
precisely 10 AM today. I was doing the 9
AM class this morning, and let the residents take an early
break so I could make my call in time. DMV Person
asked me how I felt. Fine. He asked me how I had been
getting to work, and I said the bus. He asked me which
line. No. 70, I replied. He said I sounded OK and that it
would be alright for me to resume driving my car from
now on. WHAT A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
PRESENT FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA!

D

When the class resumed, I told the residents

in the Decathlon in 1956. He won the Olympic
Decathlon title at Rome in 1960 and was the U.S.
team captain and flag bearer.
His son Josh, a UCLA graduate, finished 8th in
the javelin at the 1984 U.S. Olympic Team trials.
A few years ago, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
mentioned that Johnson, now 65, was in Sydney for
the 1984 Olympic Games, watching his daugher
Jenny Johnson Jordan, try for a gold medal in beach
volleyball.
EDITOR'S NOTE: One day while driving
through Fresno County on our way to Woodlake we
decided to drop off highway 99 and find the Rafer
Johnson Junior High School which Kingsburg had
proudly built to honor its native son. Its at 14th
Avenue & Stroud Street, north of the city. The
school teams are aptly named the Olympians.
There is immense pride in the accomplishments
of Rafer Johnson all over the San Joaquin Valley.
There is also a Rafer Johnson School in downtown Bakersfield. • • • • •

about the seizure I had had, and how it impacts your
driving. They don't SAY you can't drive, they just
STRONGLY SUGGEST that you do not drive.
If you were to have an accident during that period,
you would be in some very deep doo-doo, as President
Bush used to say.
DEC. 23- Thurs --Took a TB test at Kaiser today.
(X-Ray).
DEC. 24 - Fri -- It is Christmas Eve and I have to
work. All the resident in a very good mood. They are
going home tomorrow morning, early, as soon as the
chores are done.
DEC. 30- Thurs --San Jose Councilman George
Shirakawa, Sr., took two of our residents to work today.
$6 per hour. Jorge is one of the nicest politicians we have
ever met. No telling where he's gonna go politically, but

(Cont. on Pg 50 I)
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Traffic Ticket gets me a Job at
Tulare Co. Boys Ranch
y friend Kenny Saucedo owned a
1956 Chevy, brand new, and I was
chugging around Woodlake in a 1937
Chevy I had bought for $100 in Los Angeles. One night,
standing at the hamburger joint on Valencia Street after
returning from a College of Sequoias football game, we
decided to have one last drink at the Gomez Cafe on
Pomegranate Street. Last guy to the bar buys the first
round. Off we went!

M

The ever vigilant Woodlake Police Department,
represented that night by Coy Dodd, saw us going
down Antelope Street at a high rate of speed.
When Kenny got to the comer of Pomegranate and
Antelope Street, he made a brief "Hollywood .. stop, then
roared up Pomegranate toward the bar. As I was approaching Pomegranate I realize that the only way my
clunker was going to beat his *carro del afio was to cut
left across the parking lot ofEl Venadito pool hall which
was already closed. So I cut across.
Officer Dodd was hot on our trail but we did not
know that. He tailed us and asked us to step out of our
cars and talk to him when we alighted at Gomez Place.

He cited Kenny for drag racing and running a
stop sign. He wrote me up for speeding and reckless
driving.
Before we went to court, I went to the court clerk's
office and asked for a copy of the California Vehicle

Code so we could prepare for our hearing.
A few weeks later we went to court. I don't remember the judge's name but the court clerk was the wife of
Gus West, our Chief of Police.

enny and I pleaded not guilty to the
charges. During the trial I was lean
ing over and talking to him, giving him
advice on what to say.
The judge asked me, "Mr. Sierra, are you representing Mr. Saucedo in this matter before the court?"

K

"No, your honor, .. I replied, "I am just reminding
him to tell the truth, because we are under oath ...
The judgie heard my case first. I argued that no one,
least of all me and Mr. Sausedo, could possibly believe
that a '37 Chevy could outrun a '56, so it wasn't drag
racing. Also, I doubted that my car could possibly
accelerate to 50 miles per hour in two city block when it
was built, never mind 20 years later, as Officer Dodd
charged.
To the charge of reckless driving I pleaded not

&YiUI also, arguing that the law says that reckless
driving is defined as driving without regard for the
safety of others.
"I live in that neighborhood, judge,'' I said, "and
I am very concerned about the safety of my neighbors. I know all those people. I wouldn't want to hurt
any of my friends.''
lso, I added, I know that El Venadito is
closed at that hour. There was no one on the
street and certainly no one in the parking lot
that I could have driven into, so it wasn't reckless
driving.
I told Kenny to argue that He drove straight down
Antelope, that he drives that street every day, that he had
come to a complete stop as he always does at that comer.
He also said that he and I had not agreed to race

A

Vida Nueva
(Cont. from Pg 500)
I don't think his involvement in politics will end with the
San Jose City Council.
So, a very busy six months was coming to an end at
Vida Nueva. The guys were happy because they would
be going home to be with their loved ones. But, some
unlucky staff member would have to work on New
Year's Day. Goodbye, Rose Bowl!
JANUARY 1,1994-- Happy New Year!

•••••

our cars anywhere so it couldn't be called drag
racing.

"Drag racing is a contest agreed to by both
parties before the race," I said, "We had not
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agreed to race each other."
"Your Honor, it was not a drag race, and there is no
way that Officer Dodd can prove that Mr. Saucedo and
I had agreed to race an old car against a brand new one."
To the charge of running the stop sign, the policeman coming behind us two blocks away, in total darkness, cannot determine if a car has come to a complete
stop or not.
he judge asked the police officer if he had
seen the taillights on Mr. Saucedo's car
turn red. The officer said that they did, but
argued that Kenny did not come to a complete stop. I
advised Kenny to insist that he had come to a complete
stop. The judge asked the Officer Dodd how he could tell
from two blocks away if the car was standing still or
moving, him being directly behind it, and in the very dim
lights on that street.

T

When the officer hemmed and hawed around,
the judge decided to drop the charges against Kenny
but that he wanted me to pay a $10 fine for reckless
driving, because I drove across the parking lot at a
high rate ofspeed in total darkness. There could have
been a very serious accident, he said.
"Can you pay that fine within 30 days?" the judge
asked.
"I don't know, your honor," I replied, "I am not
working at the moment."

The clerk got up from her chair, went to the
bench and whispered something to the judge, then
returned to her seat.
"Mr. Sierra, you are directed to contact the court
clerk immediately upon adjournment of this court.''
"Yes, your honor," I replied meekly.
Kenny and I waited in the courtroom while the judge
settled another matter, then I approached the court clerk.
She asked me, "Eliseo, do you know that Tulare
County is opening up a juvenile delinquents boys ranch
at the Hammond Fire Station near Three Rivers next
month? Do you think you might like to work there? I
think you meet the qualifications. You know the area.
You speak Spanish. You said that you had been a truck
driver. If you are interested I will contact my friend,
Ralph Pizarro in the Tulare County Probation Department and make an appointment for you to be interviewed.
"Yes, of course," I replied, "I've never done that kind
of work but I am willing to learn."

She told me to await a telephone call from Mr.
Pizarro in the next few days and then go see him. After
I got my first paycheck I could come in and pay the $10
fine.
**Nos gueria chingar el pinchi Coy y me salieron
ofreciendo jale! I said to Kenny as we left the courtroom.
* Car of the Year,what we used to call a new car.
** That damned Coy wanted to screw us, and they
wound up offering me a job!
•••••

Thlare County
Boys Ranch Job
I went to see Officer Ralph Pizzaro of the Tulare
County Probation Department. We talked for awhile
and he was convinced that I could do the job. We went
through the interviews and I was hired as a group leader
at the Tulare County Boys Ranch located at the Hammond
Fire Station on Highway 198 above Three Rivers.
our days a week I reported for work at 10
PM and got off at 8 AM. The next week
I worked days, on at 8 AM and off at 5 PM.
Getting to work was a bitch. I didn't have a car, my
brother Jess was reluctant to lend me his so I could get
to work, so I had to rely on my friends to give me a ride
21 miles up into the hills near Sequoia National park.
On the night shifts I kept track of what went on at the
camp until8 AM the next morning. I made a round of the
premises every hour and kept a log on what occurred
during the night. I was hired because I knew the area,
having lived in Tulare County for most of my life, could
speak Spanish, had taken a Red Cross lifesaving course
in high school, could drive a truck, knew how to swim,
and was interested in sports and could organize a team
for the camp. It was interesting work.
When I worked days, sometimes it was work and
other times it was fun. When we were cutting fire trails,
it was work. On the alternate day we played softball or
basketball at the Three Rivers School and then headed
for the Kaweah River to soak our bones.
While doing our shift, every hour on the hour we had
to call the California Highway Patrol station in Visalia:
"Visalia, 2194 is 10-8," I would say, meaning E.
(2194) Sierra is OK.

F
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If I did not call a highway patrolman would come to
the camp and see what the problem was.

ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH

0

ne aftermoon I had had to hitchhike to the
camp early in the afternoon because I wasn't
going to be able to get a ride. I stood on the
highway a little after 5 PM and stuck out my thumb. Not
long afterward, an elderly man stopped and asked where
I was going.
"Hammond Fire Station, the boys ranch," I said.
"Hop in," he replied, ''I'm going to Three Rivers but
I'll take you up to the fire station."
After he pulled a beer out of a paper bag he was
holding between his legs, I let him know that I did not
have to report to work until 8 PM.
''I'll buy you a beer at the Triple Creek Lounge," I
said, thankful that I had easily hitched a ride.
So we merrily drank beer for about two hours before
he reminded me that it was coming up on 8 PM. He
dropped me off at the frre station, and went back to the
lounge, to wait for his friend who was meeting him there
at 9 PM.
At 3 AM, I did not make the radio contact with CHP
Visalia and shortly thereafter I was awakened from a
sound sleep from a loud rap on the counter by an
imposingly large Highway Patrolman looming over me
as I sat slumped over behind the counter of my work
station.
"Are you OK?" he asked.
"Yeah, I'm alright. What's going on?"
"You did not make your 3 am call to CHP Visalia as
you are supposed to do, so we came by to check you out..
I was hoping he had not smelled beer on my breath.
I told the officer that I had just dozed off. He took a
quick look around the premises and left.

NO RIDE HOME

T

he saddest incident during that time was
when a young boy named Sloan was due to
be discharged from the camp on Sunday

afternoon.
That day, his parents did not come up to visit him. He
waited all day, his bag packed, and having said his
goodbyes to all the boys and staff, he was going home
after six months in the camp.
At sundown, the parents still had not arrived to pick
him up. The boys were in a funk. The camp director
called the Police Department to check out Sloane's
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home and find out what happened to the Sloan family.
The rumors filtered in a few days later. The neighbors told the police that the Sloans had moved away the
day before.
"They been packin' for over a week," an elderly lady
told a Porterville police officer.
One person said that Sloan's father had told him that
after the boy was released the family was moving back
to Missouri, because there's less trouble on the farm
there than living in town.
No one seemed to know where they went.

On Saturday morning the Sloan family
was gone. No signs of life at their home, not a
trace of anything. Just gone. It was obvious
that they had a son they did not love anymore.
The camp director told Sloan that they had been
unable to contact his parents. The police were concerned
that the family car may have broken down on the way to
Three Rivers. The highway patrol was checking the
roads. Nothing.
he following morning Sloan was removed
from the camp and taken to the Juvenile
Hall in Visalia. The director did not want
Sloan having to face the other boys after they found out
that his parents had abandoned him and disappeared
without letting anyone know where they were going.

T

I have always wondered what happened to
those people. How did Sloan grow up? Did he
straighten up his life and become a law abiding
person?
Did he grow up bitter at society, and bitter at
his family for leaving him?
Did he ever find his parents?
How did they deal with the problem of having abandoned him?
***Quien sabe?
***Who knows? • • • • •

Never Give Up
"Never Give Up on Anybody"
--Hubert H. Humphrey
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Tulare County Boys Ranch Photo Captions

P

AGE ONE, top row, left to right: Roger

Franklin (Earlimart) and Ruben Gomez
(Porterville) on a Friday afternoon, dressed up to
go to the movies at the Sequoia Drive In at Visalia. All
of the boys wore Levis and a white T shirt to work or
play. They were permitted to wear a dress shirt for
church, the movies, or other occasions. Ruben asked for
and got permission to wear white peggers. Within two
weeks all the boys were wearing khakis or peggers or
other trousers. Ruben's white peggers were envied by
every boy in the camp; The barracks just after the
morning cleanup details which began at 6:45 AM. Note
the bathing trunks hanging from the rafters. One day a
group of boys would go swimming and the next day they
would go work, then switch off; Gabriel Garcia (Visalia)
getting ready for Friday night movies at the drive in.

2nd row, left to right: Jim Faulkenberry (Tulare) still
clowning around on way down the hill for supper. The
camp truck has been washed and prepared for the
weekly trip to the movies; MAN SEATED is the head
of the California Division of Forestry at the Hammond
Fire Station. Standing is Paul, one of the foremen in
charge of the fire suppression crews; Mr. Macons
Clayborn, director ofthe camp, and Jerry Tripp (Tulare)
on the day Tripp was discharged in July 1957.
3rd row, left to right: Eighteen year old Jerry Sims
(Exeter) taking a healthy one in the bathroom. We were
instructed to check the stools of any residents who got up
at night, particularly those who got up more than once.
Solid? Watery? It might indicate that the resident was
sick, or going to be ill; Here I am behind the office desk
at the beginning of my shift; Ermie Garcia (Visalia) on
the day he left for home.

P

AGE TWO, Top row, left to right: Ermie
Garcia (Visalia) and I joke around for the

cameras. All the other boys have left for church
on Sunday morning. At first the new boys did not want
to go to church because they felt they were being forced
into it. After the other ones came back describing the
beautiful girls they had seen and how friendly they were,
everyone wanted to go to Sunday services; The Three
Rivers Lions Club hosted an annual dinner for the boys.

Here they are chowing down. Camp director Macons
Clayborn is at bottom center of photo.

2nd row, left to right: One of the boys has gotten up in
the middle of the night and wants to talk. We talked to
them, then wrote a report to the camp director on what
was discussed. If something serious was building up,
camp director would take the young man for a ride and
have a long talk with him; Two of the residents,
Hudspeth and Bermudez are the last to go down the hill
for dinner; Harime Clem (Porterville) saying a few
words with Mr. Clayborn before he leaves for the day.

3

rd row, left to right: Some of the boys had

caught insects at the river and Mr. Clayborn
brought in a microscope so they could look at their
"pets" in detail. There was lots of interest from all the
boys on this night; Jim ''Large'' Faulkenberry (Tulare),
the smallest kid in the camp and one of the biggest
disciplinary problems; Bill and Ruben stand for a photo
after returning from an ali-day detail cutting fire trails
near Sequoia National Park.

PAGE THREE, top row, left to right: Jerry Tripp
(Tulare) on the day he went home. In the background is
the storage shack where soap, flour, canned goods, and
extra issues of clothing for the boys was stored. A bear
that had been raiding our stores was shot and killed by
one of our camp counselors a few weeks later; Bill

(Porterville), myself, and Cecil Howard (Porterville)
on a Sunday afternoon just after visiting hours; Boyd
Mallory (Porterville) ..Bwana. The Great White Hunter .. ,
who had a different girl for every day of the week. This
boy, 16 years of age, could neither read nor write.

2nd row, left to right: Don Gibbins (Earlimart) and
Bermudez (Visalia) on the day Bermudez left camp for
home. He is carrying the J oni James record album which
he convinced me to sell to him. The boys went to sleep
every night listening to Joni James, my favorite singer of
the time. The boys were sorry to see Bermudez go
because he owned the only record player in camp and
they could not convince him to donate it to the ranch;
Jim Farnsworth (Porterville) talking to Mr. Clayborn

(Cont. on Pg 505)
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Barroom Philosopher in Training

Loneliness
Loneliness is part of the penalty every
true artist pays for being different
from the r est of his fellow men.
--Hendrik Van Loon

Boys Ranch Photo Captions
(Cont. on Pg 505)
just before lights out at 8 PM. The boys went to bed early
because they had to rise at 6:30 every morning; Ruben
Gomez (Porterville), Roger Franklin (Earlimart),
and Don Gibbins (Ea rlimart) just back from a work
detail.
rd row, left to right: Haircut time! Barber
from Visalia came up every two weeks to trim
every head in the camp. Every boy had to get a
crew cut; Tony Rodriguez (Dinuba), boy nearest the
camera, enjoying breakfast. Standing with camera in
hand is Marcy Cardenas (Woodlake), taking a picture;
Cleanup Time! All we want to see is ass and elbows the
camp workers told the residents when they arose at 6:30
for chores and cleanup of the premises before breakfast.
Eighty boys can do a helluva lot of cleanup in a very
short time if everyone pitches in and helps. And most of
them did! • • • •

3

MAKING A POINT-- The author, E. David Sierra, circa 1947 or so, pounding the kitchen table at 265
Pomegranate Street to drive home an important point.
At age 13, I was already highly opinionated and sensed
a calling to barroom philosophizing.
Listening in , but not necessarily accepting as gospel
everything they are hearing are my sister-in-law Hema,
left center, and my nieces Rosie, left, and Rebecca, far
right. Rebecca has turned her face away from her uncle
Pelon, probably stifling a laugh, because e ven at her
tender age, she knows better.
Photo was taken by my brother Jess who owned one
of the first Polaroid cameras in the Woodlake barrio.
They had just come out and people thought they were
the best invention since huevos rancheros.) EVERYBODY wanted to get their picture taken. • • • •

Limitations
The only limitations are
those you place
on yourself and those
you allow others to place
on you.
--Jean Driscoll
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When You Fall,

Fall Forward
Sept. 1968
--David Sierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER

EDITOR'S NOTE:
I had just become editor of the American GI Forum's
newspaper and needed to "editorialize" to prove to my
readers (both of them) that their editor knew how to be
an editor. My first editorial was to express my feelings
about Bob Rodriguez, whom I was succeeding as editor.
At the 1968 national convention he had recommended
me to succeed him in that responsibility. I appreciated
his confidence in my abilities. This is what I wrote:

"WHEN YOU FALL,
FALL FORWARD"
You have undoubtedly heard the old axiom, "You
can't keep a good man down, .. and "When the going gets
tough, the tough get going ... Both of these sayings apply
to many of the individuals who have contributed their
share to the success which the American GI Forum
enjoys today
Some of our more respected leaders, Dr Hector P.
Garcia, Vicente Ximenes, Felix Salinas, Louis Tellez,
Larry Ramirez, Rudy Ramos, Ed Idar, Jimmy DeAnda,
Ike Hernandez, Joe Herrera, Ed Terrones, Dr. Leo
Lopez, and Daniel Campos are certainly this type of
person.

T

hey are men who do not let a tempo
rary setback discourage them from
keeping their eye on the long range objec-

tive.
Another forumeer to whom those axioms certainly
apply is recently retired FORUMEER editor Robert V.
Rodriguez. Bob is the kind of individual who seems
capable of doing just about any job which you might
think of.
One of his favorite sayings is, "When You Fall, Fall
Forward ... We remember hearing the story retold many

times of the time when Bob ran for Chairman of his local
chapter in San Jose, Calif. He was defeated. Did he feel
dejected and hurt? did he feel disappointed? Certainly.
But he also became determined to prove to himself
and to his fellow Forumeers that he had ideas which
would contribute to the advancement of our organization.

He launched a campaign for the California State
Chairmanship. After two attempts he was elected
and promptly proved himself one of the best state
chairmen in the Dept. of California's short but illustrious history.
e ran for re-election to a second term,
but was defeated by an up-and-coming
star in the GI Forum galaxy, Charles
Samarron of San Diego. Did Bob feel dejected and hurt?
Disappointed? Undoubtedly, but he also felt that his
administration had done a good job and had made very
definite contributions in enlarging the Forum in the
Golden State and making it more effective in a national
scope.

H

Bob decided to look elsewhere to make his
contribution to the American GI Forum. At
that time the News Bulletin, our national
newspaper, was reaching its readers very
erratically. It was a fine publication but the
membership could not depend on receiving it
month after month after month.
Bob put together a staff of competent individuals
who could handle the job on a day-to-day basis and went
to theN ational Mid-Year Conference with intentions of
becoming the next National Editor.
He succeeded in getting the endorsement of the
National Board of Directors. Thirty (30) days after his
appointment, Forumeers throughout the country were
receiving a crisp, sharp looking publication, the end
result of his leadership, dedication, and hard work.
After 3 years as editor, Bob notified the 1966 national convention at San Diego, California that effective
August of 1968 he would no longer be interested in
remaining as National Editor.
Shortly thereafter, speculation arose that he was
now going to throw his hat into the ring as a candidate for
the National Chairmanship. The 1967 convention came
and went and Rodriguez made no move toward the
(Cont. from Pg 509)
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Corrido de Jesus Sierra
Cancion Mexicana
Letra de Eliseo David "Pelon" Talavera Sierra
(Cantado ala musica de Valentin de La Sierra)

Voy a cantar un corrido
de un golfero derrotado,
que se creia muy maton
basta que Pelon
lo hizo a un lado.

Pelon Sierra Ie decia
no me trates como nino
porque te voy a ensenar
como Ie ensefie
a jugar a Trevino

Llego El Rayo Del Norte
cantando, este es el fin
de Jesus Sierra que dice
que alia en las montaii.as
El es el machine!

Ya cuando andaban jugando
el pichoncito cambio
le crecieron los talones
y de esos bribones
el no se dejo.

Cuando iban pa' la sierra
Pelon de dijo a Jesus
Yo se que no eres golfero
yo vine a ganarte
y colgarte en Ia cruz!

Despues de los nueve hoyos
Pelon pago la cerveza
y al mismo tiempo diciendo
que en los otros nueve
les volteo la mesa!

Jesus nomas se burlaba
no hizo caso a su hermano
aqui llevo otro pichon,
se llama Pelon
y yo se que le gano!

Cuando miraba Jesus
como jugaba El Rayo
se puso ya de rodillas
mirando pa' arriba,
rezo a su Tocayo!

When You Fall

candidacy for the national chairmanship.
Even now as we go into the
final months of an election year in
which it seems that everyone but
your AuntMatildaisseekingsome
office, Bob isn't running for anything. But if he ever turns up in
Helper, Utah; Pensacola, Florida;
Odem, Texas; or Saginaw, Michigan, running for President, don't
be surprised.

Cont. from Pg 509)
national chairmanship.
At the 1968 national convention
in Corpus Christi, Texas, we were
asked a number of times if Bob was
corning to the convention and was
he, too, running for National Chairman. Bob attended the '68 convention to give his final report as National Editor. He did not declare his

Y a acabaron el juego
hay un golfero contento
Otro se limpia los ojos
y muy pensativo
compone su cuento!
Que sabroza la cerveza
cuando Jesus la compro
pa' darle gracias a uno
por las dos lecciones
de golfo que dio!
La leccion numero uno
fue no apostarme a mi!
porque yo nunca respeto
golferos que son
inferiores a mi!
La leccion numero dos
yo se las dejo a todos
al terminar esa tarde
a mi solamente
me doli an los codos!
Aqui termino el corrido
que ya no tiene vacil
de la paliza que yo
le puse a Jesus
ese dia de Abril!
Vuela, vuela palomita
ya no te quedes aqui
En Woodlake solo hay una
por favor les pido
dejenmela a mi!

Pain
"The art of life
is the
avoidance
of pain"
--Thomas Jefferson
1786
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The Very Smartest Sum bitch
in the Whole Wide World
Maybe he dropped out of college, but I think Bill
Gates is the very smartest sumbitch in the whole wide
world.
llis Microsoft company sells software programs that
break down so often, you get very frustrated. But don't
give up, PC lovers, he's got a program that will solve
THAT problem. Just shell out $ 139.95 and you're on
your way ... again.
Until the next crash. By then his engineers have
come up with another program to solve the problem
you're having now. And they're already working on the
solution to the problems that you buy will cause very
shortly.
And on and on and on and on and on and on and on
and on and on and on ...
His momma didn't raise no dumb kids.

Gl Forum Politics:

Art Vigil Letters

Bill Gates of M icrosoft

April-May 1979
hey had a "major" problem in the Fremont
Chapter, American GI Forum. On October
12, 1977, Corresponding Secretary Art Vigil
sent the following letter to Gil Rodriguez, who had been
elected California State C hairman and then moved to
San Jose:

T

Mr. Gil Rodriguez, State Chairman
San Jose, Calif. 95 158
Dear Gil:
When you were vice chairman of the Fremont Chapter and assumed the duties of the chair upon the resignation of the chairman, you declared the office of vice
chairman vacant for the entire duration, which was in

violation of the Dept. of Cali forn ia constitution and
bylaws which stated that the local Forum shall convene
for the election of a new vice chairm an.

You urged and were involved in a move to allow
non-citizens to participa te in our loca l queen coronation in 1977 immediately before your election to the
Dept. of California chaiJ·ma nship, knowing well this
is prohibited a nd also knowing if such a girl were
chosen she would suffer embarrassment through
disqualification a t the sta te level.
You had personally di sallowed non-citizen partici pation in the past.

You urged and attempted to nominate a non-vet
to the chairmanship of the Fremont Chapter during
the 1977 office elections, knowing that the state
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constitution specifically states the chairman must be
a veteran.
In October of 1977, while in office as Dept. of
California chairman, you informed the Fremont membership during a meeting that they are unable to replace
the vice chairman, who had resigned his office, for a
period of 60 days. This interpretation is not to be found
in the state constitution.
We in Fremont have begun to wonder whether you
are only misinformed or whether we should question
your integrity .It certainly appears that you are a staunch
believer in the constitution when feasable but toss it
aside when it seems advantagous. We don't wish to
operate in this manner in Fremont. We have always
wished to abide by the rules as outlined in our constitution and we have not changed.

Therefore, you are advised that we shall take
your personal interpretations under advisement
in the future but shall proceed in a rightful
manner.

F

urther, you are informed that Art Vigil is
designated Parliamentarian of the Fre
mont Chapter and I request that an up-to-date
Dept. of California constitution and bylaws be forwarded for his study. I have ascertained that he qualifies
for this office in accordance with theN ational Constitution.
Fraternally,
Juan Rodriguez, Chapter Chairman

***
EIGHTEEN MONTHS LATER,onApril9, 1979,
Fremont Chapter wrote the following to Don Pacheco,
American GI Forum National Chairman:
Dear Mr. Pacheco:

A Region IX meeting was held in San Jose, California in March 1979 with annual election of officers
on the agenda. Fremont Chapter member Frank
Romero was nominated for chairman, as was a
member of the Sacramento Chapter (a chapter that
belongs to Region X, not Region IX).
Nominations for chairman were closed whereupon
the Sacramento member withdrew his candidacy for
chairman. Then, State Chairman Gil Rodriguez arbitrarily, over the objection and protest of many present,

reopened the nominations and placed in nomination the
name of his wife for the chairmanship. Some of whom
were present angrily walked out of the meeting in
protest. Mrs. Rodriguez won the election.

This letter is a formal protest to the national chair
seeking that the election for Region IX chair be ruled
invalid because of obvious violations and inconsistencies with the American GI Forum's constitution
and bylaws.
The wife of State Chairman Gil Rodriguez is neither
a veteran or a member of the American GI Forum for the
required two years prior to election.
Arguments in favor of dispensing with the veteran
clause were that precedent had been established with the
election of non-vets to office in chapters and even in the
present State elected officers. We contend that precedent cannot be established where there is contradiction
to the constitution and bylaws.
State Chairman Gil Rodriguez was a member of the
Fremont Chapter when elected to the State position in
1977. It very quickly became apparent that we in Fremont had made a mistake in our choice as the influence
wielded upon the chosen one from outside had him
veering and ignoring the constitution and bylaws of our
organization to suit his personal aims and purposes. A
letter (see enclosed) was sent to him on October 12, 1977
condemning his illegal behavior and very soon he transferred his membership from Fremont to the San Jose
Chapter.

The Fremont Chapter membership on April 6,
1979, during a regular membership meeting, overwhelmingly voted to have this letter of protest sent to
the National Office asking that the illegal action
which occured at the Region IX meeting be condemned and expunged by the national office.
here are those of us in the Fremont Chap
ter who worked in behalf of Mr.
Rodriguez for election to State Office who
are aware that Mr. Rodriguez has ambition toward
national office.
We are aware that our judgement (as evidenced by
his behavior while in office) of the individual was wrong
and we are not concerned in the future direction of our
organization if his election to national office comes to
pass as the dictatorship type of regime that bends and
outrightly breaks the rules to suit its own purposes will
surely be the beginning of the end for our organization.

T
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San
Joaquin
Valley
Lowrider
SOME OF THE PEOPLE I have known in
my life who have lived in the city all or most of their
life, do not appreciate the huge differences between
city Iife and life in the country.
They can't, because they have never lived it.
I believe it was Chill Wills, the old movie actor
who expressed it best when he once said, "Country
boys are always two girlfriends and three shots of
whiskey behind city boys," although he couched it
in much more vivid and descriptive language than
we want to use here.
Anyway, after a trip to the San Joaquin Valley
and a brief stop at the huge Ag Show complex on
Highway 99 just north of Tulare, I brought back this
picture of a s upposed "San Joaqui n Valley

Credence of the State Office of the GI Forum in
California is at an all time low. The Fremont Chapter can
no longer tolerate the obvious and outright infractions of
our organization's constitution and bylaws and the actions which mock and insult the intelligence of the
membership who cares. We ask immediate censure of
the State Office and correction of the outrageous action
that occured at the Region IX meeting.
Fraternally,
Louis Rodriguez,
Chapter Chairman
by Arthur Vigil ,
Correspondence Secretary

***

Low rider" and showed it to the staff at Vida Nueva.
Good for a laugh.
Some of them country boys have done alright
for themselves. You might see them in levis and a
white T-shirt with mud or chicken manure on their
boots. Don't feel too sorry for them, because they
may own half the town you're driving through, and
they do alright for themselves. The next time you
drive through the San Joaquin Valley and you see
a farm boy driving one of these vehicles on a
Saturday afternoon, honk at him, but don't be surprised if he doesn't honk back. He may be lost in
deep thought about his upcoming date with his
girlfriend, who is grazing with other sheep on the
back 40. • • • • •

State Chairman Rodriguez told me about the
letter he had received. A few days later he showed me
a copy, and asked if I would write to Mr. Vigil to
correct the inaccuracies in his letter. I knew he had
not attended the Regional meeting. So I wrote Mr.
Vigil thusly:
Mr. Art Vigil ,
Correspondence Secretary
Fremont GI Forum
Fremont, CA 94538
Dear Mr. Vigil:
Not that it is any of our business but we want to write
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our comments to your letter of April 9, 1979 toN ational
Chairman Don Pacheco re: the Region IX meeting of
March 31, 1979.

You noted that Sacramento GI Forum belongs to
Region X, not Region IX and the implication is that
their involvement in that particular meeting violates
the American GI Forum constitution and bylaws.
First, the Sacramento GI Forum was voted the right
to participate in Region IX inasmuch as there are not
now enough chapters in the Sacramento Valley to form
a region. Your representatives know that, even if, perhaps, they chose not to tell you. Or, you choose to ignore
it.
econdly, the rationale for that action was
that the Sacramento Chapter has been
very heavily involved in attending state board
meetings and state conventions, an area in which I sadly
note, that you in particular, and the Fremont Chapter
generally, are lacking.

S

as you state, but they did so only AFfER participating
in the election. Dissatisfied with the results of a democratically conducted election, they THEN walked out of
the room. Angrily does not accurately describe their
departure. For one, I was not even aware that they had
departed until after the meeting.
The only accurate statement you made in the last six
lines of your first paragraph was that Mrs. Rodriguez
won the election.
In paragraph 2, page 1, you ask National Chairman
Pacheco to rule that the Region IX elections are invalid
because of obvious violations and inconsistencies with
the American GI Forum's constitution and bylaws.
We do not read anywhere in OUR copy of the

national constitution and bylaws that the national
chairman has the authority to invalidate regional
elections.

Regarding elections, we submit respectfully, that
the national chairman has enough work to do already
Thirdly, the desire of Mr. Robert Ruiz of without involving himself or his office in the problems
Sacramente to seek the office of Regional Chairman . of Region IX.
As you know, Mr. Vigil, we have been trying to
is applauded here. We need to encourage more and
more of our members to get more involved in re- move the GI Forum into the 20th century in regards to
giving our women and non-veteran members equal
gional, state and national affairs.
rights in our organization. For example, State 2nd Vice
You also write, "State Chairman Gil Rodriguez
chairman AI Pelayo is not a veteran, but I would match
arbitrarily, over the objection and protest of many present,
his involvement and value in this organization with
reopened the nominations and placed in nomination the
yours or any other veteran. Past Forumeer editor David
name of his wife for the chairmanship. Some of whom
Sierra served in that capacity for 9 years, and is not a
were present angrily walked out of the meeting in
protest. Mrs. Rodriguez won the election."
veteran. Also, none of theN ational Youth Chairpersons
WRONG!
of the American GI Forum throughout the 31-year
Your accusations are at variance with the facts. First,
history of the organization have been veterans.
State Chairman Gil Rodriguez was appointed by ReLastly, the present Department of California
executive secretary Rudy Venegas (of your Fremont
gional Chairman Ernest Abeytia to conduct the elecChapter) is not a veteran. And we do not remember
tions PRIOR to Mrs. Rodriguez's name being placed in
you accusing the State Chairman of violating the
nomination.
constitution and bylaws of the American GI Forum
Secondly, we were not aware that ANYONE objected to Mr. Rodriguez conducting the elections when
when he made THAT appointment. Porgue no?
For the record, Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez has been a
only Mr. Romero of Fremont and Mr. Ruiz of Sacrapaid-up member of San Jose GI Forum since February
mento were the candidates. Fremont's representatives
1978 and is a member of our board of directors.
did not question State Chairman Rodriguez's authority
On page 2 of your letter to Chairman Pacheco your
to conduct the election EVEN AFfER his wife's name
rancor towards State Chairman Rodriguez is obvious
was placed in nomination.
and smacks of "comadrismo" in that you veer from the
Thirdly, the nomination was NOT made by Mr.
matter at hand and inform Pacheco ofFremont's mistake
Rodriguez as you allege, but by Ernest Abeytia of San
in
helping to elect Mr. Rodriguez to the state chairmanJose GI Forum.
ship. We know that that is not the first mistake Fremont
Fourthly, some people did walk out of the meeting,
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Chapter has made, and we feel sure that there will be
others. Your letter of April 9th is one of your latest.
We pray that you are not suggesting that Chairman
Pacheco also rule invalid the contest in which Mr.
Rodriguez was elected to the state chairmanship by
acclamation, the first time in GI Forum history that this
has occurred.

If Mr. Rodriguez aspires to national office, we
submit that, that too, is a noble ambition. Personally
we would hope that many more Forumeers would
aspire to, and actively seek, elective office in our
organization and within their respective communities.
You imply that the credence of the California state
office is at an all time low. Surely, you jest. Either that,
or you have a short memory. Remember the administration of Louis M. Cortez?

We question how you, Mr. Vigil, of all people in
the Dept. of California, in seriousness, can question
the credibility of our Dept. Chairman when you do
not participate in regional meetings, state board
meetings, or the annual department convention.
We were appalled, frankly, last summer to read in
the Fremont ARGUS labeling participation at the state
and national levels of our organization as a .. waste of
time .. or something to that effect. Not a very encouraging statement coming from a person who just two weeks
prior had been voted the Outstanding GI Forum Member
in California.
We do not wish to belabor this point, but it seems to
us that your attendance at the regional meeting on March
31st would have provided you with better insight into
what actually happened than to have the events which
transpired inaccurately related to you second or third
hand from those with axes to grind.
hortly after the meeting ended, we won
dered aloud your First Vice Chairman's
political astuteness (or lack of it) in that,
when the Sacramento Chapter was petitioning for the
right to participate in Region IX, he (Louis Cortez,
Newark Councilman) did not dispute, for the record, the
right of Sacramento to vote on THIS issue since it was
their eligibility to participate that was before the body.
Secondly, your representative did not question the
state chairman's right to conduct the election, EVEN
AFfERhis wife became a candidate for Regional Chairperson. That, we submit, is poor political thinking on the

S

Bakes vs.
Santa Bruta
-- H.S. Football
Winding up a vacation trip to southern
California in 1961, I was reading the sports
section of the L.A. TIMES on Friday morning
when I suddenly realized it was football season. We had planned to take two to three days
to drive from L.A. to San Jose.
I decided that Gloria and I should go see a
football game. The choice was between the
Southern California Trojans vs. highly rated
Georgia Tech at the L.A. Coliseum or Bakersfield H.S. vs. Santa Barbara H.S. at Santa
Barbara H.S. I chose the high school game.
This is what I wrote in my column in EL

EXCENTRICO.

Oct. 5, 1961:

The Bakersfield Union High School Drillers, pride of the San Joaquin Valley, got off
their 1961 gridiron season in good form as they
whipped 1960 C.I.F. champion Santa Barbara
High 7-6 before an overflow crowd of 7,000
fans in Peabody Stadium in the coast city on
Friday night, Sept. 23rd.
Quarterback Mike Gunther led the K.C
attack and tallied the Drillers' lone score on a
sweep around his own right end in the second
quarter.
Santa Barbara is loaded with good Chicano
players. The best is fullback Frank Ramirez.
Built like a truck and goes around 215 pounds.

•••

part of your delegation.
We, of course, did not take issue, because we have
implicit trust in the integrity of Mr. and Mrs. Rodriguez.
Finally, we note in your letter to Pacheco, that you
appear to harbor feelings of regret in having supported
Mr. Rodriguez in the past. We hope that you do not
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suffer psychologically from it. If there is anything that
we can do to assuage those pains, please Jet us know.
Question: Do you always send out letters from
the Fremont GI Forum in Veterans Outreach Program envelopes? Those who fund you may frown on
tha t.
Lastly, your letter to Mr. Rodriguez was addressed
to him at 1680 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose. That is the
office of the San Jose GI Forum Chairman. We can
understand, Mr. Vigil , why you might not know the
State Chairman's home address since you very infrequently anend state board meetings and state conventions.
So that in the future you can properly address letters
intended for the state chairman, take note:
Mr. Gil Rodriguez
l038 Rawlings Drive
San Jose, CA 951 23
Telephone (408) 267-8086
Mr. Vigil, it was brought to our attention that at the
March 31st regional meeting, the Fremont C hapter was
granted the right to participate after Mr. Louis M. Cortez
paid the regional assessment of $15 with a personal
check. AFTER participating in the e lections, and apparently not satisfied with the results, Cortez approached
the head table and grabbed his check back.
We have to assume that a Fremont GI Forum
check, for your regional dues, will follow since you
people always endeavor to do what is right. Oue no?
Arthur, we hope that you accept this message in the
spirit in which it was writte n, that is, a desire on my pan
to correct inaccurate statements you made in your Jetter
to national chairman Don Pacheco, and further to apprise you of the true facts of the matter, something that
your Fremont GI Forum carnaJes should have done.
Finally ... as we said in the first paragraph ... it is
probably not any of our business. Frankly, it has been a
very d-u-1-1 day around here.
Cheers!
--E. David Sierra,

Opinions on Prejudice
Opinions founded on prejudice
are always sustained with violence.
--Francis J effrey

The
Moving
Wall
VIETNAM VETERANS
MEMORIAL

A few years ago Gloria and I saw the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Moving Wall in
Fresno, but it was a scorching hot day and we
chose not to walk around in the hot San
Joaquin Valley sun to visit the memorial to
this country's Vietnam dead.
I'd thought about that for a long time ... the least I
could have done in my life to pay my respect to those
brave men was to visit The Wall and pay a small tribute
to those who gave their li ve fo r their country.
Early one morning last summer we read in the paper
that the Moving Wall was on view at Central Park in
Santa Clara. We talked about it briefly and decided to go
see it. I particularly wanted to visit The Wall because I
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wanted to personally touch the names of some U.S.
servicemen whom I had known whose names are etched
there:

L/Cpl Patrick Vasquez, Jr.
U.S. Marine Corps
Born June 2, 1948
Killed in action, July 2 1, 1967
Panel23-F, Line # 105
Vasquez was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Vasquez of
Bell Avenue, San Jose. He was a member of San Jose
Chapter, American GI Forum and died at Khe Sanh
when the enemy assaulted that key U.S. Marine base.
I was chairman of the GI Forum at that time and
deli vered the eulogy during his memorial services in
San Jose. We invited American GI Forum members
from all over northern California to attend the services
for our brother Forumeer. (Details in another segment of
Lhese memoirs. Also:

PFC Pilar Cuellar
United States Army
Born January 17, 1948
Killed in action October 26, 1968
Panel 40-W , Line #36
Pilar Cuellar was the son of Minnie and Pilar Cuellar
of Tulare, Calif. He was a very promising golfer. I met
him one time during a MAGA tournament in Visalia.
Many of us believed that he had a promising future in
golf, but now we will never know.

SP4 Ray Bernal
United States Army
Born January 4, 1947
Killed in action Nov. 30, 1966
Panel l 2-E, Line #1 30
Ray Bernal I did not know, but I knew his father. A
park was named after him on T aylor Street near
Japantown in San Jose. I attended the dedication ceremonies. San Jose GI Forum was represented by Maj.
Joseph M. Sarzoza, since the ceremonies entailed marching, saluting, etc., and this U.S. government certified 4-

Look
Backward

F did not feel qu alified to do that. Sarzoza was the
chapter Vice Chairman and graciously agreed to do the
honors.

S/Sgt Fred Contreras Nunez
United States Army
Born January 27, 1934
Killed in action October 3, 1967
Panel 27-E, Line #46
S/Sgt Nunez, also from Tulare, California, was an
old dr inking buddy of mine when I first moved to San
Jose in the late fifties. He wanted to play baseball so bad
he went out for the San Jose Merchants baseball team
'
though he had no experience ever, playing on an organized team. His experience during one of those games is
covered elsewhere in these memoirs. • • • • •

The farther backward you can look,
the farther forward you can see.
--Winston Churchill
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How to Picket
The Leader
July 1984
by E. David Sierra

S.J. GI Forum Members Aid
Menudo Cook-Off
(SAN JOSE) --Members of the San Jose GI Forum
were very much in evidence at the recent Menudo CookOff at Fair Family Park, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, a Coors Beer benefit for the Mexican American Chamber of Commerce.
We commend those of you who helped the Chamber
of Commerce raise some much-needed funds.
Some 12,000 people attended the fun-filled ali-day
affair, enjoying the music of various bands wo donated
their services for the occasion.
ccording to a poll taken by two people
sipping beer at one of the stands, ap
proximately 70% of the all the volunters at
the beer vending trucks and booths were San Jose GI
Forum members, contributing their time and talents to
the Mex Am CC.
The Mexican American Chamber of Commerce
made a nice profit, according to Coors Rep Rodney
Cortez, who organized the event, aided by the Chamber's
Director John Torres; C.T.C. Director Rose Amador
Montoya; and San Jo GI Forum Chairman Victor Garza.
Everything went well. Lots of happy Raza enjoying
a day in the sun. Lots of good food to eat. Much good
music to listen to. The Alanis Patrol (Major Gen. Ted
Alanis, San Jo GI Forum, commanding); and the Santa
Clara County Sheriffs Office (Sgt. Barbara Perez) reported no major problems, and the sponsors are very
grateful for your cooperation.

A

***

THERE WERE PICKETS OUTSIDE, to be sure,
but they were decidedly ineffective in persuading
people to forsake a day in the sun listening to firstclass entertainment for the admission price of only
$1.00.
Our reporters at the front gate reported that appar-

ently some of the pickets didn't even succeed in persuading themselves because after awhile they paid their $1,
entered the grounds, disseminated anti-Coors literature,
AND enjoyed the hospitality of the Mexican American
Chamber of Commerce ... AND ... sampled the products
being vended.

(These are people that would probably come to a
party at your house, then use your telephone to call
your neighbors and tell them what a cheapskate you
are for not serving their favorite brand of beer and
their favorite pretzels).
Some of the pickets were smarter than others. Not
wanting to drink Coors beer, they had wine coolers
instead .... made by ... Yep, you guessed it.
That is being two-faced, folks ... you are either
picketing and boycotting or you are not.

And if you're going to picket and boycott, do it
right. Stay off the premises. After all you KNOW
what boycott means don't you? You don't see Cesar
Chavez shopping atSafeway, do you? You don't see
him stopping at roadside stands in Delano to buy
grapes do you?
And remember when you call members of the American GI forum 'vendidos', we did it for THIRTEEN
YEARS. You have a little ways to go. When YOU stop
demonstrating, let's get together and compare notes.
few days later, at the California GI
Forum state convention at River
side, our reporters thought they saw some
of the pickets in the Coors hospitality room at the
Mission Inn. And they thought they saw some at a
poolside reception partially subsidized by Coors. And
they thought they saw some in hospitality rooms upstairs that were serving ice cold Coors Beer. They may
have been mistaken.
One important question: It seems to me that when
you are boycotting someone it is for a reason. Ask
yourself, carnal, why are YOU doing it? Because someone called a meeting and asked you to do it? Because you
feel genuinely that those guys are bad folks and we gotta
teach 'em a lesson? To benefit yourself, or someone
else? Who? What is in it for YOU?

A
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Alvarado on the US Census
February 1, 1970
Sr. I>avidSierra
Editor, THE FORUMEER
435 Hobson Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Senor Sierra:
(El Editor con Huevos)
ave, I'm sending you some clip
pings, No. 1 is from the Hayward
I>AILY REVIEW and numbers 2 and
3 are from The CATALYST, our CAP newspaper.
I hope that you can use them and perhaps give me
some coverage in THE FORUMEER's next issue.

D

It seems that the "Chingado Gobierno" has
slipped it to us again.
The 1970 Census does not include Chicano in
the major part of the census questionnaire which
will be mailed to 80% of the households in the
nation.
We are only included in the 5% sampling which
is every 20th house. I have been busy starting a
campaign to stop the 1970 Census. The Oakland
Chapter and the Spanish Speaking Community
Center at Hayward are now in the process of filing
a court action to enjoin the Census Bureau to take

Is it because you want to be a civil rights activist
and need a cause? Orale, right on! Ponganle! Welcome to the civil rights struggle.
Is it because you are really offended by remarks
made by some Coors company official who should
have known better? OK, we agree with you. But we
don't advocate that you leave the U.S. of A. because you
don't like some of the remarks made by President
Reagan! And we KNOW you don't agree with EVERYTHING he says. And you shouldn't quit your job
because you don't like EVERYTHING your boss says,
and we know you don't agree with everything he/she

a complete census which will include the Chicano.
I made a presentation Wednesday, January 28th
before the Southern Alameda County Economic
Opportunity Agency board of directors regarding
the census requesting support and direct action.
They voted unanimously to send me to Washington
to try and do something about this critical situation.
I called Vicente Ximenes and he will get me an
audience with the Bureau of Census on Thurs., Feb.
5th. Also, I will meet with Cranston and other
congressmen to get support, if possible.

I met with the Alameda County Board of
Supervisors two weeks ago and they will try to
put an insert in Alameda County to try and get
an accurate count and also put in some Spanish
instructions, but I fear that this might also fail to
pass before the entire board.
IhavemetwithMr. Mulikin, the area director of
the Census Bureau in San Francisco, and his two
Lieutenants and they inform me that without voice,
political or economical power, our chances are
close to nil.
The Census Bureau has gone all out to count
the Blacks since they have "match power."
There is a cover letter put out by Mulikin which
states that 10% of the blacks were not counted in the

(Cont. on Pg 520)

says.
I>o you boycott because you want something for
your people? OK! What do you want for your people?
I>o you want to discuss it?

Or is it that you just want something to do in your
spare time? OK. That's cool, too. It beats hell out of
watching baseball or third-rate movies, or listening
to what our suegra says about your wild lifestyle.
OR ... do ou want someting for YOURSELF? There
is nothing wrong with wanting someting for yourself.
That is an honorable intent. That is why people work.
That is why people compete in athletic contests. That is
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Alvarado on Census
(Cont. from Pg 519)
'60 Census and it goes on urging people to be sure
and count the Blacks, etc. Also, there is one other
insert which instructs on how to get an accurate
Black count.
imenes informed me that the InterAgency tried hard to get the
Chicanos included in the Census but to
no avail. It is important that we get enough information out and raise plenty of hell.
I am wiring Dr. Hector P. on Monday, also
Larry Amaya, in hopes that they will either go to
Washington with me or rattle some cages while I'm
up there to get support.
Please try to give me plenty of mileage, because
I will carry this fight on with everything I've got
until April 1 at which date the census will get
underway.
The hiring ofbilinguals is also underway for the

X

why vatos dance with las lovelies, and suggest ways to
spend the latter part of the evening.
That is why you are being asked to picket Chicano
organizations trying to raise funds ... because SOMEbody
wants SOMETHING. We understand that. What is in it
for those asking you to picket? Is it their job? Commitment to La Raza? Why don't you ask them? And note
their reaction.
What is it that YOU want? Who can get it for you?
Have you told anyone that can get it for you exactly what
it is that YOU want for YOUR involvement?
How soon do YOU want to settle the issue? Tomorrow? Next week? Next month? Next year? After YOU
graduate from college? After YOU get appointed to a
commission by some public official? After you get that
job with the corporate giant that advertises that it is an
affirmative action employer? After YOU get elected to
the City Council?
We are not suggesting that you not follow your
instincts and boycott, picket, demonstrate, and so
forth. We know how ou feel. We've been there before
when we were similarly motivated. But we have now
moved on to other things. And YOU will move on to

enumerator role, but I feel that the Chingado status
quo will prevail again and gabachos cabrones que
saben un poco de Chicano will be the ones enumerating.
Uno de La Raza que no cuenti!,
MANUEL ALVARADO
Project Director
Spanish Speaking
Community Center, Hayward;
EEO Representative,
Oakland GI Forum

EDITOR'S NOTE: Alvarado succeeded in convincing the U.S. Census
Bureau that many Chicano had not been
counted. A "special count" was authorized of certain census tracts in Oakland
and San Jose, California. The count
found not a few, but thousands of
Chicanos that had not been counted.• • •
other things, too, sooner or later.
NLESS you convince those who are
asking you to demonstrate that you are
such a good demonstrator that they ought to
put you on the payroll for a couple of grand per month.
Meanwhile, continue your efforts ... for yourself ...
for your family ... for your organization ... for your union
... for la raza ... for your country ... for whatever motivates you.
We understand the psychology of boycotts and
demonstrations:
1. You get upset about something someone does,
2. You publicly announce that you are demonstating
against or boycotting that frrm/individual,
3. You round up support for your viewpoint to
strengthen your forces,
4. You make demands of those you are boycotting,
5. They meet your demands. The boycott ends,
6. They tell you to go to hell with your demands.
You intensify your efforts, and garner more
support,
7. The boycott ends when you become tired of the

U

(Cont. from Pg 521)
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Aldrete on
THE FORUMEER
Dec.31, 1968

C

hris Aldrete, Chairman of the U.S. Section of the United States-Mexico Commission for Border Development and Friendship, Washington, D.C., wrote the following letter to
American GI Forum National Chairman Dan Campos.
Dan shared it with me.
Dear Dan:
THE FORUMEER has always been of great concern to all of us because it gives the public an image of
what the GI Forum is-- it is our body and soul converted
to print. But, we must admit, we have treated it as a stepchild -- with hypocitical love and bouncing it to any
willing sponsor to care for it.
Our past deliberations on THE FORUMBER have
been of material concern principally, and we seem to
have cared less for its .. soul ... As parents of this periodical, we must accept the responsibility for its behavior, its
character and its maturity. Therefore, I recommend that
you consider the establishment of an Advisory Board or
Editorial Policy Committee.
Many of us would like to see guest editorials and
feature stories by our own contributing writers. I know
that such participatory journalism by our Forumeers
would not only complement the staffs efforts but would
be most welcome by the editor.

How to Picket
(Cont. from Pg 520)
issue and find a new one, or the organization/
individual fmally meets your demands because
they get tired of it or your boycott forces them to
change their position, and finally,

8. You decide that you do not want to make
boycotting and demonstrating your life's
work. Then, you become a 'VENDIDO' to
your critics.

SIMPLE.

•••••

Season's greetings and kind personal regards.
Sincerely,
Cristobal P. Aldrete
cc: David Sierra
Zeke Duran
Mrs. D.C. Coronado
Dory Benitez
Dr. Hector P. Garcia

I told Dan that Chris Aldrete was full of crap, and
that maybe he had been in Washington too damned
long. If he wanted to be the editor, he should apply
for the job.
Sooner or later, you have to trust one person's
judgment, Dan, I said. If it's me, fine; if it isn't, then you
gotta trust somebody else.

But you can't be an editor by committee. Committees are an excuse to share the blame. I am willing
to accept the responsibility for my mistakes.
y comment to Campos when we dis
cussed Aldrete's letter was that I had
the feeling that he had some new stationery and wanted us to see what a big important Honcho
he had become in D.C.
Check out that title: Holy Shit! ... Chairman of the
U.S. Section of the United States-Mexico Commission
for Border Development and Friendship ... and the guy
with the most important job in world history goes simply
by the name of God.
What Aldrete had in mind was that the paper would
be prepared and made camera-ready, then submitted to
an .. Advisory Panel .. who would read it and edit it if they
chose. Then they would send it back, I would make the
changes, and we would go to press. Under those conditions, I told Campos, I would no longer be the editor,
because I would have conceded my responsibilities for
ultimate.ly deciding what goes in and what does not go
into each issue. And what if two or three of the panelists
disagreed on how an article should be slanted? IT JUST
WOULD NOT WORK.
"If those damned Texans want to edit this paper,

M

why don't they submit a bid, get their votes together,
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Free Thought

with hypocritical love and bouncing it to any willing
sponsor to care for it."

Restriction of free thought and free speech
is the most dangerous of all subversions. It
is the one un-American act that could
most easily defeat us.
--Ibid.

In observing the time and dedication that goes
toward the publication of THE FORUMEER, it is
hard to believe that such men as Bob Rodriguez,
Dave Sierra, Fred Vazquez, and Ben Garza could be
classified as hypocrites.

and go to the national convention and go after it.
"THE FORUMEER is about the best thing the GI
Forum has going for it, and now they want to fuck it up!
Ami se me hace que nomas guieren chin gar lapacencia, "I
said.

On .January 8. 1969. I wrote Chris Aldrete the
following:
Chris:
Thank you for copy of letter to Campos expressing
your concern about THE FORUMEER. Disagree with
your views that it has been treated as a "step-child", with
hypocritical love. Must inform you that OUR love for
FORUMEER is genuine. Amor de corazon, hermano!
Always happy to consider contributions of Forumeers
for printing. Can you contribute articles of interest to
Forumeers?

Advisory Board already exists --namely every
dues-paying Forumeer in the country!
Editorial Policy Committee would be just another
form of bureaucracy.
Have you been in Washington THAT long???
--David Sierra, Editor
P.S. SEND ARTICLES. Already have my share of
critics!

On .January 15, 1969. Mr. Campos wrote the
following to Mr. Aldrete:
Dear Chris:
Thank you for your letter of Dec. 31, 1968. The
proposal of guest editorials is most welcomed. It is and
will continue to be, as in the past, that THE FORUMBER
will welcome guest editorials from Forumeers who are
paid-up members.

As for an Advisory Board or Editorial Policy
Committee, this is not acceptable. It is my feeling that
this would only hamper and place control over the
editor. It would also not be feasible from a constitutional point of view.
I must also say, Chris, that I resent your statement
that THE FORUMEER has been treated as a "step-child

This statement is rather harsh for men who have
made THE FORUMEER a first class publication in
comparison to what it was in Chicago.
Perhaps if THE FORUMEER is in need of improvement, Chris, it could be discussed at the Mid-Year
Conference in Denver. A publication is only as good as
the constructive criticism it receives.
Sincerely,
Dan Campos, National Chairman
cc: Zeke Duran
Dave Sierra
EDITOR'S NOTE: That was the first and last letter
we ever got from Chris Aldrete on that subject.
I think I had it right. I really believe that Chris
Aldrete, attorney at law, had a position with an impressive title (to him) and he wanted all of us to know it.
Pompous asshole is my judgment.
Us Tulare County farm boys had to stick together
and we did. Campos (Visalia) and Sierra (Woodlake)
stuck to their guns and fired point blank. The Tejanos
blinked and backed off.
A few days later, Campos sent me this memo:

David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER:
Perhaps you can use the enclosed material for THE
FORUMEER. Have you heard from the man who walks
on water? I've received about three phone calls from
people complaining about the severe lack of communication from the Doc. I tell them very politely, vayan a Ia
chin gada!
--Dan Campos. • • • • •

The Press
A newspaper must be a militant crusader
for righteous causes, and must print in its
columns whatever God permits to happen
in His world.
--Josephus Daniels
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Stupid Letter

Walking Distances

I was working at Vida Nueva SLE in July of 2002
when our Office Manager asked me to type up a letter
which she had written.
I read it, and instantly realized that it was one of the
two stupidest letters I had ever read (See AI Hernandez
letter to California Governor Jerry Brown in another
section of these memoirs).
One of the first lessons we were taught in a business
correspondence course I once took was to have your
facts straight, be brief, and ask for action of some kind
from the addressee, including a timespan. If you don't,
what is the point of writing the letter?
Anyway, here is what our Office Manager wrote:
July 18, 2002
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
P.O. Box 12923
Oakland, CA 94604-2923

Scientific discoveries made after I began
walking around the Mayfair Village apartment
complex, once each workday morning and twice
around on non-working days:
From the front step of our apartment to the
garbage bins nearMadden Avenue to the front
gate of the complex is 1164 steps.
A quarter mile measured at the San Jose State
University track is 560 E. David Sierra steps.
Twice that is 1120 steps, a half mile.
When I miss a "walk" because of inclement
weather, laziness, or some other reason, I make up
for it the next day.
I am determined to stay in as good a shape as
I can as I age.
(You do know that 5,280 feet is one mile, do
you not?) • • • • •

To whom it may concern:
On the evening of January 9, 2002, I sought treatment with your medical dept. A nurse charted my vitals
and took my verbal chief complaint. Soon after a physician carne in, do not know her name, touched my arm
and did nothing else but treat me by prescribing anagelisic
medication for the pain, did not ask if I was allergic to
any medication.
There was some personal hurt feelings, like the

MightyThird Reich?
Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering, the highest ranking Nazi survivor of World War IT, was 5 feet 6 inches
tall and weighed 264 pounds, when he surrendered to the
Allies.
Goering's entourage included a nurse, four aides,
two chauffeurs, and five cooks.
His fingernails and toenails were painted bright red.
His monogrammed suitcases contained rare jewels, a
red hatbox, frilly nightclothes and 20,000 paracodeine
pills, a painkiller he took at the rate of about 40 pills per
day.
Mighty Third Reich? Reads more like a fat drugsdependent transvestite thief to me. --ETS • • • •

doctor had no time for me, and was only wasting their
time. If she would have treated me like a physician.
ell, since that is not what I felt was
going to medically cure me and was
not in the best interest for my personal
health I sought medical treatment elsewhere. I know
myself rewards of personal medical history. To be
checked and call upon at Valley Medical Center (VMC).
The physician by the name of Dr. Shamsunder
Sarnant took time to hear me and listen. Soon after I was
seen at Radiology & after the "wet" shot the physician
diagnosed my right upper extremity with the excretion
of synovial fluid produced via an inflamed sursa.
Pain I knew had to be treated more than just pain
medication.
Enclosed is a copy of the letter you sent me and the
statement from Valley Medical.
Thank you for your attention.
--Eva Ruiz.
EDITOR'S COMMENT: Treated me like a physician? Rewards of personal medical history? Anagelisic?
Wet shot? Right upper extremity? Excretion of synovial
fluid? Inflamed sursa?
C'mon, Eva! • • • • •

W
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Judge Chargin Candidacy
Insults All Chicanos
May, 1972 THE FORUMEER
by David Sierra, editor
AN JOSE, CALIF. -- On Tuesday, June
6, 1972 the electorate of Santa Clara
County, California will go to the polls to
name the individual they want to occupy Seat No. 2 on
their Superior court Bench
For Chicanos, the choice is not a difficult one.
On the one hand is incumbent Judge Gerald S.

S

"Mexicans are Animals" Chargin. On the other
hand are three local attorneys seeking his seat.
On Sept. 2, 1969, Judge GeraldS. Chargin, presiding in the trial of a young man charged with incest, said:
"I don't know why your parents haven't been able to
teach you anything or train you. Mexican people, after
13 years of age, it's perfectly all right to go out and act
like an animal."
"We ought to send you out of the country --send you
back to Mexico."
"You ought to commit suicide."

"You are lower than animals and haven't the
right to live in organized society -- just miserable,
lousy, rotten people.''
"Maybe Hitler was right. The animals in our society
probably ought to be destroyed because they have no
right to live among human beings."
There is more, but by now you should feel like
vomiting.

CAMPAIGNING
Judge GeraldS. Chargin recently insulted Mexicans
again. He announced that he was running for re-election

Reineinber History
Those who do not remember
history,
are condemned to repeat it.
--Charles Santayana

to the Superior court Bench. Apparently being the first
Judge ever censured by the California State Supreme
Court has not influenced his thinking. It appears to have
gone off his head like water off a duck's donkey.

It is our belief that if Judge GeraldS. Chargin yet
retains one iota of the compassion with which judges
are supposedly imbued he should let his career in
public service come to a screeching halt.
If he doesn't have the capacity to realize he shouldn't
be on the Bench, we hope the voters have the sagacity to
turn him out of office and out to pasture.
Mention the name Chargin to any Chicano and his
nose curls like he had just been exposed to a foul odor.
Judge Chargin has contributed more to creating tensions
in the Chicano community than all other factors which
we can recall.
He is directly responsible for Chicanos losing faith
in the judicial system to the point where they are refusing
to serve on juries in Santa Clara County. The name
Chargin has become synonymous with racism hatred,
bigotry and deceit.

***

When a Superior court Judge calls Mexicans 'animals' what should the Chicano community do? Ignore
the accusation and hope Judge Chargin goes away.
Pretend it didn't happen? Accept the fact that on the
bench a Judge is Jesus Christ Jr. and your fate is in his
hands?
Let the incident slip into the court records and law
books as 'fact' established in a court of law, thereby
creating a precedence so that someday in the future some
sadistic individual can kill a Chicano and plead guilty
only to the charge of 'Hunting Animals out of Season?"
Or, should an aroused citizenry rally to demonstrations to call attention to the entire community that a
racist no less venomous than Adolf Hitler represents
"Justice" on the Bench?
Shouldn't the City Fathers and the other judges
themselves keep a wary eye on their judges, protecting
their credibility and respectability by weeding out the
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their credibility and respectability by weeding out the
undesirables in their ranks? (And we are not insisting
that Judge Chargin go back to wherever he carne from
originally, nor are we saying that he has forfeited the
right to live amongst us).

Aseaton the United States Supreme Court
has been denied men who made far less inflammatory statements than those attributed
to Judge GeraldS. Chargin on Sept. 2, 1969!!
Shouldn't the entire community, citizens of all races,
creeds and political leanings ask themselves -- Who's
ext? -- and cry out to urge a more responsible and
tactful Judge replace the racist on their Superior Court
Bench?
Shouldn't the Police Department Community Relations Unit complain to the Judge that his remarks are
inciting people to near-riot, thereby making their jobs
harder to do and their positions less tenable in the
barrios?
Shouldn't his fellow judges demand his resignation
by insisting that he not degrade the character of the
bench with hls presence on it?

Is Judge Gerald S. Chargin's candidacy someone's
idea of a cruel joke on the Spanish speaking citizenry of
the Santa Clara Valley?
The eyes and ears of Chicanos nationally will focus
on Santa Clara County on Tuesday, June 6, 1972.
REMEMBER TO VOTE! • • • • •

Call Me Dutch

Isn't an obvious show of contempt for his fellow
man enough reason to dismiss an individual posing
as a "Judge"?
If a government of the people, by the people, and for
the people passes a civil rights act in 1964 and it has not
been fully implemented by 1972 (thanks partly to Judges
still calling Mexicans 'animals') what recourse do the
ci tizenry have? Politics?

T

he Senators have been changed
from Republican to Democrat, the
Governor from Democrat to Republican, and the President of this great nation from Democrat to Republican. There are
four new faces on the United States Supreme
Court. EVERYTHING has changed EXCEPT the conditions which prompted passage of the Civil Rights Act .. that is, LESS
THAN EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL!
an the people of Santa Clara County, the
State of California, and the United States of
America, continue to espouse equal rights
for all and at the same time tolerate a racist, bigoted
Judge on the court bench?

C
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Ronald Wilson Reagan
Dixon, Illinois
Today's History Lesson:
If Ronald Wilson Reagan has
been called Dutch
by his close friends all of his life,
and after becoming
President of the United States,
suddenly discovered
that his forefathers came from Ireland
and he made a JFK-like pilgrimmage
there,
what does that tell us about
Ronald Wilson Reagan?
RIGHT.
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Eastside owners could lose
homes in Free Zone scheme
Sept. 1985

The Leader

by E. David Sierra
(MINNEAPOLIS) -- Thousands of East San Jose
residents could lost their homes if a Free Enterprise
Zone proposed by Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado (5th
Dist.) is approved in Feb. 1986 by the San Jose City
Council.
he has proposed that a NINE AND ONE
HALF SQUARE MILE AREA of the
eastside be designated a "Free Enterprise
Zone,,. meaning that some old homes and antiquated
buildings would give way to new development.
What hurts is the knowledge that those removed
from their homes won't get enough money to buy a
comparable dwelling somewhere else. And that eastside
residents must sacrifice a badly-needed golf course so
that some big money boys and some politicians can
further stuff their pockets.
San Jose GI Forum Civic Affairs Chairman
Humberto Garza recently presented the City Council a list of names on a petition to save Thunderbird
Golf Course, one of the areas that would be razed to
satisfy the developers.
(SAN JOSE) -- "NOTHING IN THE ARTICLE IS
TRUE!," said San Jose Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado
of an article in the July issue of THE LEADER accusing
her of wanting to shut down Thunderbird Golf Course
on King Road.
Not true that you have proposed shutting down
the course for a development which you say will

S

Mocking the People
He mocks the people who proposes
that the government shall protect
the rich and that they in turn will
care for the laboring poor.
--Ibid

"create jobs" for people in your district, Ms.
Alvarado? We ask again.
Humberto Garza, Civic Affairs Committee Chairman, San Jose GI Forum, and a group of people have
been discussing this issue for the past two years in an
effort to save Thunderbird golf course from Blanca's
Bulldozers.
THE LEADER reported that Blanca Alvarado was
proposing that over $330,000 of the taxpayers' money
be spent to ,.develop the area... Untrue? Well, the same
figures were reported in the San Jose MERCURY on
April29, 1985? Did they lie also?
Ms. Alvarado told Mr. Garza that she would no
longer meet with ANY group wanting to discuss that
situation as long as David Sierra (editor, THE
LEADER) was present. There can be future meetings without D.S., Ms. Alvarado, but we don't think
he's the problem. You're the one talking to the people
with the bulldozers.
THE LEADER has offered to give Ms. Alvarado
equal space (and still does) to correct errors she said we
made in our July article. Ms. Alvarado chooses not to
correct the record. And we can understand why not.
How do you explain to people that though "jobs"
may be created, THEYMAYLOSE THEIR HOMES
in the process?
However, Control Data Corporation ofMinneapplis,
Minn. probably says, ,.Thanks, Alvarado, for your help
thus far. You're doin' good. Keep up the good work.
Remember, our research and demographic studies show
that Chicanos don't vote anyway!"
The story we hear was that in 1983 she asked for I 0
acres for development. Now she wants NINE AND A
HALF SQUARE MILES!
Mr. Humberto Garza informed Ms. Alvarado
that San Jose GI Forum had committed itself to
trying to save the vitally needed golf course for the
eastside. She told Mr. Garza, ''There are OTHER GI
Forum chapters in the city.''
What this apparently means, friends, is that she can
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PROBABLY find a GI Forum member, somewhere
willing to say for the record that the people on th~
eastside DON'T NEED Thunderbird Golf Course. But it
probably won't be someone who ever USES it. One can
always find a HOUSE MEXICAN when one wants one
'
que no? Anyone care to guess who the puppet is going
to be?
Since Blanca Alvarado runs a consulting business
on East Santa Clara Street near King Road, and will be
in the proposed Free Enterprise Zone we can understand
why she is in favor of it.
A Monetary Contributions Received Form that THE
LEADER has obtained listing contributions made to
Ms. Blanca Alvarado from 1/1/85 to 3/17/85 includes
three developers, one apartment owner, one engineer,
and one planner, all people who could conceivably
benefit from her expansion plans.
We're not saying it's wrong to accept those monies, what we ARE saying is human nature being what
it is, now that they have given HER something they
probably want something in return. Right? A Free
Enterprise Zone? Your Home? The Golf Course? No
need to answer, B.A.
hose opposing the destruction of
Thunderbird suspect that the Council
woman and those in cahoots with her aren't
really interested in "creating jobs for Chicanos" as they
say. We suspect that what is really going to happen is
that the City of San Jose will change the zoning for that
area. Thunderbird will be tom down.
Then there will come a change of plans. No high tech
business development. How about high-rise apartments
instead? You know, pack the people in like sardines,
create more traffic for King and Story, more riders for
the transit system, and more voters for you-know-who.
Don't hold your breath while all this comes to
fruition. By the time all that development takes place,
Blanca Alvarado will probably be running for the Assembly or some other office.
Her city council seat in the next election will remain
hers, say political observers, only by the infusion of
huge amounts of money for a mass media campaign.
And guess where that money is coming from? Right.
Now you are learning about politics. But don't go away,
there is more.

T

"DO YOU WANT A
FREE ENTERPRISE ZONE
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Goglio Speaker at
March Meeting
April, 1971 THE LEADER
by E. David Sierra
David Gaglio, candidate for City of San Jose Mayor,
was our speaker at the March 1971 meeting.
Mr. Gaglio indicated that he was NOT aware of the
problems of the Mexican Americans and told the
South San Jose Chapter Chairman that he (Fred
Alanis) probably wasn't aware of the problems of the
Italian American community.
Mr. Gaglio indicated that if he was elected Mayor he
would be willing to sit down and listen to our problems.
NOTE TO MR. GOGLIO: If you haven't taken the
time to learn of the wants and needs of the Chicano
after four years on the council, Mr. Gaglio, we must
conclude that you just don't give a damn!!
Also, we don't have the time to educate unconcerned
politicians such as yourself. We can better serve the
City of San Jose by finding and encouraging Chicano
politicians to serve the Chicano interests. However,
thank you for speaking at our meeting. • • • • •

EVEN IF IT COSTS YOU
YOUR HOME?
FREE ENTERPRISE?
TheCityofSanJosewantstocreatea9-112SQUARE
MILE enterprise zone (see page 526) in which business
and personal taxes are reduced, processing of new
development permits is expedited, and a number of
small business assistance programs are made available.
Included in the area to be given these perks is the
street on which Ms. Alvarado has HER business, and
yes, where the San Jose GI Forum building is located.
For someone who has a little money to invest, it's a
beautiful scheme. But how about those families who
will LOSE THEIR HOMES? Who is going to go doorto-door explaining THAT to the people who live in the
area? Don't expect the Councilwoman.
ALL OF THIS, according to Susan Carbon, Senior
Staff Analyst of the City of San Jose's Office of Center
City Development, is to "CREATE JOBS."
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Beat it, Jocylyn?
--E. David Sierra
Article in THE LEADER

Signs That The End is Near

S.J. GI Forum that "nothing in the article is true."
NOT TRUE, that you haveaskedforover$330,000
of the taxpayers' money for this project, Alvarado?
For studies and what else?
NOT TRUE that more golf courses have been shut
down than BUILT in the last 15 years and that
Thunderbird is the most accessible golf course in the
Valley for those deciding to play on a moment's notice?
NOT TRUE that you said you couldn't drop the idea
of this development because the Cityof San Jose had
already spent $150,000 and if the idea were dropped the
money would have been ill spent?
NOT TRUE that after the $60,000,000 went down
the drain in the paper money game the City
Councilmembers, including yourself, got a raise in
salary?
NOT TRUE that we said we were in favor of your
development, whatever it is, if you would just build
it somewhere else and forget about tearing down a
badly needed golf course?

Former U.S. Attorney General Jocylyn Elders
suggested recently (on her way out of the Clinton
administration) that masturbation should be taught
in the public schools!
Or, at least thaes the way this ignorant Mexican
heard it. Perhaps she was following in the footsteps
of those who crave public controversy as a strategem
to make their names "household words" prior to
foisting a book on us. OK, as a marketing tool.
Foolish, as a statement by a public official.
One suggestion: If ies such a good idea, Ms.
Elders, make up an application blank, rent a room,
and start a school. But, don't tell me that MY kid
HAS to go take a class in doing something that he
can figure out for himself.
What's next, a class in learning how to fornicate chickens? Get serious.

NOT TRUE that there has already been
discussion about building high-rise apartment buildings instead of your proposed development, once the zoning has been changed?

All of these plans, believe it or not, are going full
speed ahead WITHOUT the City of San Jose even
having made an environmental impact report.
However, the City has plans to hire outside consultants (read this as expenditure of more of your hardearned taxpayers' dollars) to do the EIR because the
City of San Jose staff is "too busy" to do it themselves.
How much more money do you want, Blanca?
pproximate boundaries of the Free En
terprise Zone are King Road and Jack
son Avenue east, one mile north of 101
Hwy. north, Hwy. 17 and Highway 87 in the west, and
Tully Road south. If you live in these areas, ask your
Councilwoman (if you can find her) what plans she has
for YOUR neighborhood. If you don't you may find out
what she has in mind when the bulldozers arrive on your
street and start taking Blanca-bites out of your house.
NOTHING IS TRUE?
Discussing the article on her efforts in the July issue
of THE LEADER, Councilwoman Alvarado told
Humberto Garza, Civic Affairs Committee Chairman,

NOT TRUE that a City of San Jose Recreation
Department report has recommended that the city BUll...D
more golf courses rather than tear down the ones we
already have?
NOT TRUE that you apologized to us at the GI
Forum Building meeting on June lOth for 'not keeping
in touch' on the issue as you had promised?
NOT TRUE that you told us that your first priority
for the 5th District is creating jobs?
NOT TRUE that you admitted that East San Jose is
sadly lacking in green and open space?
OT TRUE that at the meeting of
June lOth you were asked if you had
irevocable commitments to anyone regarding this matter and that you said you did not?
(At the July 12th San Jose GI Forum meeting our
Civic Affairs Chairman reported that you said that
you have been working on this project for TWO
YEARS and you had commitments you HAD TO
KEEP). Is that not mendacious?
NOT TRUE that you said that you had NOT READ
former Rec Director Louis Hernandez's report recommending more golf courses two months after it was

A
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submitted to you? What ARE you reading these days,
Ms. Alvarado?
NOT TRUE that you did not advise us on Monday,
June I Othofthemeeting on Wednesday, June 12th, after
earlier having apologized to us for 'not keeping in touch'
on this issue?
NOT TRUE that your office said that concerned
individuals and organizations had been advised of
the June 12th meeting by mail and that San Jose GI
Forum and the management of Thunderbird golf
Course, just to mention two interested parties, were
NOT advised by mail?
NOT TRUE? Really? Swear on a stack of bibles?
Just what was it about our July article that was not true,
Ms. Alvarado?
We extend an open invitation to you, to take as much
pace as you wish, to correct the record. If you do so, we
will then issue a formal, public apology to you because
we did not correctly interpret your remarks and your
intentions.
IMPORTANT
Please know. T hose opposed to tearing down
Thunderbird are NOT against construction that will
create ''jobs''. WetbinkjobsareneededforChicanos.
But Chicanos need golf courses, public parks, and
playgrounds also. Why not build it where it does not
destroy a green area? W hat is so magic about that
site?
In Dec. 1983, Ms. Alvarado said that that area was
not really desirable to big money investors because it
was a "high crime area" as she put it. Why is it NOW
desirable to big money investors? Que La Llorona ya

Who Gets The Credit?
In 1996, Frank Caballero and I were standing outside the
Center for Training and Careers building in San Jose just after
a San Jose GI Forum meeting, when Victor Garza joined us.
Frank and I had been discussing the latest successful Cinco de
Mayo festival sponsored by our chapter.
"What I like about this organization," I said, "is that we
do a lot of good work, and nobody seems to care who gets the
credit, as long as the work gets done."
"I CARE WHO GETS THE CREDIT, Victor interjected, "I want to get credit for everything that I do!
Frank and I just looked at each other.
From that day on, I never looked at Victor Garza quite the
same way agajn. • • • • •
11

11
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Aquatic Aerobics

The swimmers
at Mayfair Village begun taking Aquatic
Aerobics classes in the summer of
2004. AA is a fancy word
,
for exercise, led by
Michelle, who graciously
gave of her time to
lead ·unack to heal
Did she
succeed?
Well .:.
next Q!

espanto a todos los criminales?
The next time you see your Councilwoman ask her
why she insists on tearing down the only really accessible golf course in the Santa Clara Valley. But don't
hold your breath waiting for an answer. As we have
found out recently, politicians don't HAVE to tell you
the truth, and unless you are a big $$$$ contributor to
their campaign, probably WON'T.
EDITOR'S NOTES: It has now been seventeen
years since this article was written. The City Council
finally relented and allowed the golf course to remain,
but it does not have the "spirit" that it had before, nor
does it appear to be as remunerative. You don't see the
masses of cars parked there in the afternoon with people
enj oying a casual round of golf and then socializing in
the clubhouse. We said that houses would be torn down .
Haven't they? The National Hispanic University never
moved into the area. What does Free Enterprise Zone
mean? How does it benefit the local residents? Is there
more traffic congesti on now? Of course there is ! WHO
WASLYING? •••••

Working Together
The idea that people working together toward a
common goal can accomplish more than people
working by themselves is a well-established
principle of social psychology.
--Robert Slavin
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Senator Fullabull
Reports from
Washington
April 1984
The Leader
(DING DONG CITY)-- We are sending this newsletter to our constituents this early in the year because
(l) it's free, and (2) because many, many pressing
problems vital to the security of America have arisen
lately. And they call for decisive, positive, aggressive
action .. . which we all know can ONLY come from
THIS office.
e hope you enjoyed the holidays and
that Santa brought you another batch
of striped ties. We hope you had a nice
Christmas dinner at the Rescue Mission (Hi, General Ed
Meese!) We also hope you enjoyed the Midnight mass
if you were able to get through the muggers, car thieves ,
and wierdos on our streets at night.
Did you enjoy the Super Bowl? The Fullabulls
watched it from our car at the Taco Bell in Arlington,
VA. We were not invited to the White House this year.
The little Fullabull wet Nancy's red carpet last year, so
we understand.

W

***
Fernando Fullabull Jr. asked me why the President
ca lled Coach FlorEEZ in the Raiders' locker room.

Well, I answered, what would YOU do if some
network nerdbrain stuck a mike in front of your
honker and you knew there were 80,000,000 people
listenin' to your conversation?"
"Say something stupid!" Fernie answered.
You know, I told Mrs. Full abull, that boy's gonna be
a U.S. Sen'tor someday.
rs . Tricka Davoters of Pacoima wrote
and asked me what I thought of Nancy
Reagan sitting on Mr. T's lap in the White
House. Well, I think Mrs. Reagan can sit anywhere she
WANTS to. But, my momma taught US that nice girls
never sit on a m an's lap. For ANY reason. What ah'd

M

rather know is what the Prez'dent thinks of it.

***

Da-bid Mountainrange of San Jose, Calif. wrote to
ask me what he can do about his nam e appearing in the
Dept. of California newsletter, implying that his humor
is hysterically comical and juve nile.

I replied to Mr. Mountainrange that we both
know the readers in San Jose don't read the humor
in his newspaper. They KNOW it is just "filler".
Anyway, they prefer the humor of Lobo, Tyrone, et
al. The humor is intended for the folks in the suburbs
(Los Angeles, Dogpatch, Gila Bend, Podunk, Ajo,
Peoria, Dilley, etc.).
Mr. U .R. Adammrnfool of Locke, Calif. wrote to ask
what I thought of Bob Hope going over to the Middle
East to entertain our Peacekeeping Sitting Ducks.
Fernando Fullabull Jr. and myself thought the gags
were a bit dated, the humor forced, and Hope an old fart
trying to relive his youth. Fernie says the John Wayne
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jokes are dated. He also said some of Our Boys looked
like they were ORDERED to laugh. Or else ... shore
duty! We both think he should retire. His next comment
was: Why didn't he STAY?
El Crime, de Ia calle Brooklyn in East Los, wrote and
asked me to find out for him where Santa Claus was born
and who were his parents?
Well, that's easy Crimey. First, he is a Chicano. I
know lots of Chicanos named Santos. Everyone knows
that he is the son of Sandy and Tasha Claus. He's not
their REAL son. Someone left him at the doorstep and
they adopted him and named him Santo. Later, some
hooky changed it to Santa cause Santos was a bit
effeminate and it sounded more sexy. That's true. And,
yes, those ARE designer jeans. By Fred-Rick's of
Holywood.
Elke Sakalamota of Strathmore wrote and asked,
who was it in American history that said, "Watch what
we do not what we say?"
ell, follow taxpayers, that was former
Attorney General John Mitchell. The
last time I watched him on television he
was arriving to serve time at some federal pen in Alabama. I think just sending him to Alabama would have
been enuff.

W

Lobo the WonderDog wrote from Grenada to
ask what I thought of Jesse Jackson running for
President.
I think Mr. Jackson can run for anything he wants to.
God bless him. He talks about rainbow coalitions. Who's
he runnin' with, Judy Garland? Ah think he is about to
get a harsh political lesson. If you believe that the back
room boys and the big-cigarpolitical bosses are going to
let a flashy preacher come in and eat their lunch, then I
want to interest you in an Edsel.
Ima Nottoobrite of Signal Hill wrote to ask me what
I thought of the proposed Reagan Library at Stanford
University?

I answered him, Stanford is for intellects.
Reagan went to some podunk college in Dlinois. Why not build his monument at Tampico
where he was born, at Dixon where he was
raised, or at MGM where he got his education? What's his connection with Stanford
anyway?
Other than, like many of us, he probably wishes he
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Defense Contractors
QUESTION: How many defense contractors
does it take to change a light bulb?
ANSWER: Ten to find the bulb in the
6,000,000 square foot warehouse.
Six to hold the ladder.
One to put it on.
Fourteen to write press releases explaining to
the world press why it is in humanity's best interests to have it done.

An innumerable number of persons to
translate the releases into as many languages
as there are member nations in the U.N. to
make sure the entire world gets the message.
One to hold the Bible asking God's blessing on
this noble endeavor.
Two to wave flags to demonstrate that it is
very American to change a bulb when it has gone
bonkers.
One to show to the president to prove that it is
NOT a weapon of mass destruction.
Another person to hand carry the old bulb to a
waste dump in New Mexico.
Sixteen bartenders to serve drinks to all those
involved in another successful good old American undertaking. • • • • •

HAD gone there. Ah think it should be built at Bonzo
Studios in Hollywood, or behind that radio station in
Des Moines.
Sioux Mirla in Chico, asked me what I thought of her
community passing an ordinance mandating a penalty
of $500 and 6 months in jail for anyone detonating an
atomic bomb within the city limits of Chico.
Ms. Mirla, I replied, if anyone detonates an atomic
bomb in Chico there won't be enough of it left to build
a hobby horse for a Spanish fly, so don't worry. Move to
Yettem, dear.
Fernando Fullabull, Jr. asked me the other night
what I thought of 68 more names being added to the
Vietnam Memorial in D.C.?

Well, I think they should put on the names of all
who died there. Also the names of all the Congressmen who voted funds to fight an undeclared war, the
(Cont. on Pg 532)
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O.J. Sin1pson,
Nicole Sin1pson &
Ronald Goldn1an
Few subjects have fascinated me as much in my
adult life as the O.J. Simpson murder case. For a number
of reason . I remember when I first heard about "The
Chase" I was at work. I remember telling the people I
was working with that no matter what Simpson did or
did not do, there was no way in hell that any jury in Los

Senator Fullabull
(Cont. from Pg 531)

names of all Presidents who kept it going, and a
symbol to represent the $80,000,000 per day it cost to
light it, etc.
El Mil Amores de Azusa, wrote and asked me what
I thought of the Grace Commission Report.
Well, the Grace Commission has been investigating
ri p-offs of the American taxpayer by government defense contrac tors who charge $96 for a simple screw that
you and I can go buy for about 10 cents.
There are screws and there are better screws. I know
you can get a screw at a hardware store for about 4 cents,
but maybe for $9 1 more you get a better screw. But to
your Senator Fullabull it is a bit much. Maybe The
Actor's friends need the money.
nyway, keep the cards and letters coming,
folks. And don't forget a "green" contribu
tion, being as how it is s-o-o-o-o close to St.
Patrick's Day. (Don't forget to visit your friends in jail
right after the holiday!).

A

We feel that we are really representing YOU here
in Washington to the best of our ability. Money talks.
Remember that. So keep sending in those contributions.
We have much important work to do and we need
yo ur help to do it. As we go back after the recent New
Year's Recess, we have to address the question of our
next raise. You know, the way the law is written, if we
do n't vote it down, it passes automatically. Now, isn't

Angeles was going to
fi nd him guilty of anything. HE WALKS , I
stated emphatically.
I hurried home to
watch it on TV . My
wife, Gloria, was already viewing it. As I
watched it, I made comments, many of which she didn't
like because she did not believe that a person ofSimpson's
stature would do a horrible
thing like murder the wife
of his children. I didn't think
so either but I have worked
in an alcohol/drugs rehabilitation faci lity for over 15
years and I have met some
very personable and wonderful people. But, they are
thugs, capable of doing any
crime you can imagine. Why
not Simpson?
I had questions. Many
of them.

TRIAL
QF THE

CENTURY!

Q: Why "the chase"?
A: Isn't putting a gun to your head and threatening to kill
yourself a self-admission of guilt? Why write what
sounds like a "suicide" note unless you feel that you are
going to kill yourself or someone else is going to kill
you? Did some lawyer advise him to do it to get public
sympathy? A very strange way to mourn the death of
your children's mother and to begin the hunt for her
slayer!

Q: Why did Simpson have $8-10,000 in cash on him
THAT a smart way for us to get a raise? We stayed up
all night dreamin' that one up!
And remember that if you thinkin' about suing us, it
also includes the Supreme Court Justices . Who do you
think would hear the case if you sued to stop our raises.
THAT'S RIGHT ! Now, wasn't that clever? We didn't
just fall off the turnip truck, you know. But, that is still
six months away, but is never too early when you want
to fool the taxpayers.

We also have to work on getting re-elected, which
as you all know, is our most important mission here.
By, now ... Remember ... We Love You. • • •
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as the press reported? Why a passport? Why a
mask?
A: Going to take his children to Disneyland, is what he
said. Why do you need a mask to get into Disneyland?
Wasn't he going to pay? Or a passport? Using the
children to get sympathy for himself from the public, is
what I think. Orange County (Disneyland) is in America,
OJ. Your slayed wife used to live there. Remember?
More likely, OJ was going to flee the
country, and the mask would help
him get across the Mexican border.
Q: With all his very wealthy friends,
why wasn't a Find the Killers Fund
started, offering millions of dollars
for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the killers?
A: I believe that Simpson's friends,
who were aware of the relationship
between O.J. and his wife and their
various friends, believed from Day
One that Simpson did the crime. They
wisely decided to put some distance
between themselves and 0 .J. and not
get entangled in it.
Q: Many of his best friends, Marcus
Allen for one, stayed very far away
from Simpson after they heard the
facts of the case. W hy?
A: For the reasons stated above, I
believe.
Q: What happened to the "other" bag that Simpson
took to Chicago but did not bring back to his horne on
Rockingham?
A: I believe that Robert Kardashian, an old friend of
OJ's, picked it up at the airport and destroyed it and the
contents.
Q: Why did Robert Kardashian suddenly decide to
apply to practice law again?

WARNING!
If you see a white Bronco with California

license plates 3CWZ798 cruising your
neighborhood, gather up the kids and
make it to Grandma's house, quick! It's
OJ Simpson.
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A: Maybe so he could plead the client-lawyer relationship and not have to answer any questions about O.J., his
ex-wife, and the contents of the bag that disappeared.
Q: Where was Simpson for the crucial time of 30-45
minutes that he cannot account for? Hitting golf
balls against the building? At night?
A: Do you play golf? Do you know anyone who would
"dirty" their clubs before flying cross country to play
go lf with influential friends ?
Doesn't sound plausible.
Q: Why didn't Kato Kailen and
OJ eat their burgers together after they went back horne from
McDonald's?Whydidhetip$100
at McDonalds?
A: I believe that Houseguest Kato
was supposed to provide the alibi
that Simpson needed to account for
the time. The huge tip was so the
waitress would remember that
Simpson had been there. They probably didn't eat together because
Simpson left the house as soon as
he and Ka to returned from
McDonald's.
Q: Why did he leave the Bronco
parked on the street if he was
going to be out of town? In
Brentwood?
A: For me, this is one of the strangest acts OJ committed that night. Brentwood residents
just don't leave their cars out at night. NOT in that
neighborhood. OJ's Bronco is identical to one owned by
AI Cowlings, his buddy. My theory is: OJ wanted his
Bronco to be seen on the street. Later, Cowlings would
come by, take OJ's Bronco and leave his own. Perhaps
to clean OJ's truck, or to dispose of it completely ..
Q: Why didn't anyone ask O.J. to demonstrate just
exactly where, when and HOW he cut his finger with
a water glass?
A: Have him show us exactly how he cut his finger. Did
he throw the glass? Did he slam it against the sink? Do
it, to show how his fi nger got cut the way it did.
Q: How does he explain his wife's blood in his Bronco?
How does he explain Ronald Goldman's blood in his
Bronco?
A: He didn't. He didn't have to. He did not testify.
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Simpson was eager to testify, his attorney said. I believe
that was "posturing" for public consumption. I don't
think attorneys like Cochran, Bailey, and Shapiro are
dumb enough to put a guilty man on the witness stand.
I believe that they think he did it, but of course are not
going to say it publicly. They ARE his employees.
Q: Do people that know him think that he did it?
A: I personally asked at least four former NFL players,
who know Simpson, Did he do it? All have answered,
No question about it, he did it, he's capable of it. Without
hesistancy.
Q: Is Simpson a violent man. Enough to do what he

was accused of doing?
A: Any person who made his living in the National
Football League is violent enough to commit that crime.
Violence is nothing new to them.

Q: What happened to the clothes he was wearing the
night he and Kato went out for burgers? Did anyone
ask him what happened to them?
A: I believe Robert Kardashian wound up with them and
got rid of them.
Q: When he was told by the police that his wife had
been murdered, why didn't he ask how and where?
A: Because he already knew the answer?
Q: Where was the case won?
A: I believe it was when Johnnie Cochran started to
"nigger-talk" the jury. They were made to recall all the
old injustices perpetrated upon their kind by an unjust
America, and here was their chance to take care of one
of their own, show a racist America that they can't
perpetrate an injustice against one of their biggest,
baddest role models who was cutting a swath through
white America and making it big.
In Simi Valley, perhaps, they would find him guilty.
But, not here. Not now. The Simpson defense lawyers
put the Los Angeles Police Department on trial, rather
than spending time defending the actions of their client.
There were horrendous mistakes made by the
LAPD, certainly, especially in the handling of the
blood samples, but Ronald Goldman's blood in
Simpson's Bronco simply was never explained. Can
it be????
The American system ofjurisprudence calls for a person
being judged by a jury of his peers. Simpson certainly
was, and found not guilty. Case closed. The ironic thing
about this case was that White America almost unanimously believes that he got away with murder. Black

America rejoiced at the decision, and why not, one of
theirs got justice in an American courtroom. For once.

I remember telling my co-workers the day after
the murders that no matter what Simpson did, even
murder, that there was no jury in downtown Los
Angeles that would fmd him guilty of anything. HE
WILL WALK, I said emphatically.
Now, you try him somewhere else and he's toast.
I'm still not sure that OJ Simpson himself killed
Nicole Brown Simpson or Ronald Goldman, but I believe he caused them to be killed.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Many of the opinions I have of the OJ Simpson case
stem from my reading of Lawrence Schiller and James
Willwerth's book AMERICAN TRAGEDY, Avon
Books, New York, July 1997. • • • • •

O.J.

--How's it gonna end?

This article appeared in THE LEADER, official newsletter of San Jose GI Forum in the middle of
the OJ Simpson trial. Just one man's opinion.
--E. David Sierra.
THE O.J. THING-- YOU might be concerned more
about baseball, but the action is in L.A. at the OJ
Simpson trial.

First question: OJ, how was driving up and down
the LA. freeways with a gun pointed at your own
head going to help the police find your wife's assassin?
Was it to distract the police while somebody else
made a less auspicious exit from LA?

H

OW IS IT GOING TO
END? THAT'S VERY EASY.
Prediction: Nicole's sister will de-

mand to be put on the witness stand again . this time
bringing a big onion with her so that the tears look more
authentic.
As the trial grinds to a close in the winter of 1999, OJ
will propose to Prosecutor Marcia Clark from the witness stand. She will accept. Judge Ito will marry them on
the spot. OJ will insist that she show us her underwear
since she allowed us to see OJ's underwear in the
courtroom.
OJ will hurdle the attorneys' table on the way out of
(Cont. on Pg 535)
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Mario's Bull---- Telegram
Dec. 14, 1967
Mario Vazquez was elected California GI Forum
Chairman in June 1967. In less than thirty days, he
caught "Potomoc Fever" and apparently decided that
running the California GI Forum was not enough of a
challenge for a man of his many, many talents. So he set
out to change the world.
On Dec. 14, 1967 he dispatched the following

O.J. -How's it gonna end?
(Cont. from Pg 534)
the courtroom, like he used to run through airports for
Hertz.
While Marcia is dictating copy of her new book,
"I MARRIED THE MAN I ACCUSED" to her
literary agent, OJ's new lawyer, El Nopalito, wiD
serve her with divorce papers, saying, "Thanks a lot,
sucker, but he's had enough of people using him for
their own benefit. The joke's on you, lady! And, by
the way, comb your hair!"
Johnnie Cochran and Robert Shapiro will admit that
they have become "very fond" of each other and leave
for an extended vacation at their chateau in San Francisco.
F. Lee Bailey will drive back to Boston in a semitruck hauling lots of OJ's loot because he had the gonads
to ask the tough questions.
Just before announcing that it has all been a BIG
mistake, Judge Ito will drop his robe in court, mooning the jury. He will be wearing a UCLA footbaU
jersey. Flashbulbs will pop. Ito will exclaim, "Remember November 1967!"
One juror will comment, "Nice butt, no head ...
Each juror's relatives will be selling his/her books
outside the courtroom immediately after the court is
adjourned.
OJ's home will be sold and converted into a Murder
Museum. AI Cowlings will take tickets at the door. OJ
will sign ANYTHING you bring in for $1,000 a pop.
Nicole's condo will be sold and converted into a
parking lot with shuttle service to OJ's home. Kato
Kaelin will drive the bus.
Too silly? ••• Well, how serious do you think it's
been thus far?
•••••

telegram to State Executive Secretary Abelardo Martinez:

1234P PST DEC 14 67 LB26 7
L WA057 PD WASHINGTON DC 14
322P EST
ABELARDO MARTINEZ
EXECUTIVE SECTY
AM Gl FORUM OF CALIF
1116 BEAUMONT DR
SAN JOSE CALIF
WILL COMPLETE WORK WITH INTERAGENCY IN WASHINGTON TODAY.
HAVE APPOINTMENT AT UNITED NATIONS IN NEW YORK AT TWO OCLOCK
PM. ORGANIZED PHOENIX Gl FORUM
CHAPTER IN 18 HOURS. HAVE LEAD
ON PANAMA CANAL CHAPTER.
CHANGE MEMBERSHIP TO TWELVE
MONTHS BASIS EFFECTIVE JANUARY
11968
MARIO R VAZQUEZ
STATE CHAIRMAN.
NOW ••. how's that for a hard charging executive?
Some of the boys passed the telegram around at the next
San Jose GI Forum meeting, and we laughed so hard we
damned near peed in our pants! C'mon. Mario!
EDITOR'S NOTE: At one point in his administration, Mario Vazquez came to a San Jose Chapter meeting to make a report. SJ members had questioned his
Treasurer's report at a state board meeting and he and his
Executive Secretary Joe Sarzoza brought us an
.. amended" report. He also asked us for .. travel expenses ..... from Santa Clara to San Jose, as God is our
witness.
Pat Vasquez motioned that we give him a baloney
sandwich and 50 cents for gas! Motion seconded, and
passed unanimously!
One of the highlights of my first term as SJ chapter
chairman. • • • • •
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*Reward Offered

Lobo is Missing!
The Leader, Sept. '82
by Tyrone
(FROM PARTS UNKNOWN) -- Lobo, the Vida
Nueva mutt, has been reported to the authorities as
mi sing, by V.N. Director Sid Haro.
It is feared that because of the
very high value of this dog, who
was being hailed as the Dog of
the Year, he may have been
dognapped.
"This is the biggest crisis
which has confronted the San Jose
GI Forum since our refrigerator
quit on us eight years ago," said
an unidentified spokesman.
THE LEADER has volunteered all of its investigative reporters to Mr. Haro to find Lobo
before our baseball team has to
play another game. Meanwhile,
Sid and the team have been praying for rain.
"We can't go in and play another tough one without
Lobo," he said, "You remember what he did last time?"
We asked Mr. Haro if he had any idea where Lobo
may have gone, assuming that he was not dognapped.
"Well, Tyrone, I remember a conversation we
had with Lobo last summer when he mentioned
something about wanting to better himself. He talked
about going to night school."
Could he possibly have enrolled at some school out
of the area and then left the Vida Nueva house without
telli ng anyone "" we asked.
"It's possible," he replied, "You know Lobo was a
very independent thinking dog. He had his own paper
route, and his own telephone, and a checking account at
that bank across the street. That's why we hired him to
provide security at Vida Nueva."
"lfyou knew for sure that he was going to school out

of the area, where is the most logical place that he would
go? What do you think?" we continued.
"Well, he's always wanted to be a police dog, you
know. That goes back to his heritage. He's a German
Shepherd. My guess is that if he is going to school out of
the area, he's probably on his way to enroll at the Police
Academy at Quantico, Virginia."
"But why would he walk?"
"Well, he supports President
Reagan, you know. He wants to do
things for himself instead of relying on the government supported
AMTRAK system, or the government supported airlines, or the government supported bus lines."
Lobo's whereabouts remain a
complete mystery. A phone call to
Washingtont D.C. produced no results. An anonymous administration spokesman blamed it on the
Democrats.
A few days ago THE LEADER
staff received an urgent phone call
from a couple traveling through Nevada who claim to
have seen Lobo at the roulette tables in Vegas. But that
claim was hastily dismissed because Lobo has no vices.
You are urged to be on the lookout for Lobo.
*One can of ALPO and a short beer. • • • • •

Think
Whether you think you can

or
think you cannot,
you're right.
--Henry Ford
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RESIGNATION,
Editor, THE FORUMEER
August 1977
Albuquerque, New Mexico

t one point in time I was
simultaneously editing
THE LEADER, the San
Jose GI Forum newsletter; the State
of California newspaper; and THE
FORUMEER, the American GI
Forum's nationally distributed newspaper.
Too much power vested in one
individual, I used to tell my close
friends, but I enjoyed doing it. I had
total control of the press in the American GI Forum. Not a healthy situation.

A

W

e remember a conversation I had with AI
Hernandez of San Leandro GI Forum
one night at The Bahia restaurant in
Santa Clara. I didn•t care for the man because he was
trying to be elected California GI Forum state chairman
and I never felt that he was dedicated to our organization. I felt that he just wanted the office for his own
selfish purposes.
Anyway, in the middle of a discussion about that,
I told him, "AI, if you ever get elected State Chairman, I would resign as editor of the newspaper
immediately. On the spot!"
.. No, you wouldn•t," he said, "You like being editor.
It would kill you. You wouldn•t quit. ..
We always remembered being elected by the
general membership to be Editor of THE FORUMEER,
our national newspaper. Iwas elected to present a posi-
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tive image of the American GIForum, to cover activities
of chapters in every state, and to involve us in issues vital
to Chicanos.
I never catered to nor gave a damn what the top
leaders thought of my performance. I knew what the
chairmen wanted in their newspaper ... their picture ...
their friends• pictures ... and positive information about
them. They wanted a constant stream of warm air blown
up their ass, whether they deserved it or not. Period.
Sometime during the 1977 national convention in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, after a few beers with a
few friends in the bar of the Sheraton Hotel, I decided
to resign, but dido 't tell anyone.
I went to a FORUMEER Committee meeting and
was very disappointed that the National Chairman Tony
Morales and our national founder, Dr. Hector P. Garcia,
my most outspoken critics, did not show up. They liked
to bitch privately to their friends about my efforts but
would not come to a committee meeting so that we could
get into particulars. You don•t have to be very smart to
figure out that their bitching was personal and had
nothing to do with the quality of our organizational
newspaper.
If they had questions about the editing of their
national newspaper, they could have gotten direct and
candid answers from the editor David Sierra and circulation manager Fred Vazquez, both of whom went
prepared to respond to anyone•s inquiries.

''Dr. Garcia and
Tony Morales liked
to bitch about the
paper but they didn't
have the huevos to
do it in my face!''
Fred Vazquez, circulation manager and I had a long
conversation in the bar. He was getting very tired of
handling all the changes to the mailing list, and having
to fight with the national office (Bernie Sandoval of
Beeville, Texas) to get paid for our efforts. It was a
constant battle and he was tired and ready to jump ship.
I decided to jump with him, but again told no one. On the
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second day of the convention, early in the morning, I did
what I always did ... put a one page FORUMBER written
report atop each seat in the convention hall, giving
members information about how many copies had been
printed and detailing the costs to the American GI
Forum. Also, an inventory list of equipment belonging
to the organization which was in our possession.
t the conclusion of my report to the general
membership, I reached behind me to a large
package atop a chair behind the podium,
put it on the table directly in front of National Chairman
Tony Morales and said,

A

"Mr. Chairman, it has been a pleasure being
FORUMEER editor since 1968. I said many years
ago that when the time came that it was no longer fun
doing it, I would resign. Well, I quit!''
I thanked the rank and file members for having
had confidence in my abilities, apologized for mistakes I had made, waved goodbye to the assembly,
walked away from the podium, and out the door to
the bar of the Sheraton Hotel.
The next editor, Robert Cuellar, promised the American GI Forum pie in the sky and bye and bye and became
the new editor. Immediately after becoming editor, he
told me in the cocktail lounge of the Sheraton that there
was no way in hell that he was going to publish 12 issues
of the paper for $14,000 per year. And he didn't.
It became a newspaper that was printing government puff pieces exactly as they came from the government agencies.
Very little editorializing. Very little news stories
about what chapters were doing around the country.
You could read the bulletin board at any U.S. post
office and get the same information that was being
printed in THE FORUMEER. Government information
handouts. A horrible waste of paper and the opportunity
to tell the country about our fine organization. Sad but
true.

EDITOR'S NOTE: In 1999ataSanJose
GI Forum meeting, someone passed around
a book purporting to be a history of the
American GI Forum. Would you believe it?
No mention at all of THE FORUMBER, our
nationally distributed newspaper. A GI Forum history book?
Cuentenselo a mis nalgas!

•••••

~bJtos lit
tleB~Ace~o
This editorial was first published in EL
EXCENTRICO magazine on April 20, 1965, when
Edmund G. Brown was Governor of California.
I see by the local rag that the Governor has asked for
return of the braceros to "save" our crops
aturally the growers are all for it Where else
can you get slave labor for 80 cents per
hour? Where else can you get workers who
can't bargain for their wages?
Where else can you get people to work sunup to
sundown, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays without
complaining? Where else people who will not complain
if they live in a barracks without windows, showers,
toilet facilities, and heating?
The American grower is taking advantage of a
nationality of people who live in hunger and poverty
And the officials in the Mexican government, who
negotiate the contracts, are letting them get away with it.
Picture this situation: A Mexican official says: "Fine,
amigos Americanos, you can have 50,000 Mexican
citizens to help in the harvest of your crops But we just
found out that American workers want $2.00 per hour to
do the work our men have been doing for 85 cents per
hour. Our men will go at $2 per hour"

N

I will guarantee you, my Mexican American
friends, that it wouldn't take too damned long for our
grower friends to discover that American citizens
can pick ANY crop just as well as any other nationality if the price is right!
an, I might be lacking a formal education
and maybe I haven't been around the
world ten times, or even once; but I have
a heckuva lot more pride in the American people than
our Governor

M

Remember, Governor, in the days of the 13
colonies, the might of the British Empire? Thirteen unorganized colonies dare to revolt and
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wage war against the mightiest nation on the
face of God's earth and WON!
Remember, Governor, in the dark days of the
early 19th century when German troops threatened
to overrun western Europe and a peace-loving nation named the United States of American decided
that things had gone far enough?
Americans from Kentucky, California, New York,
Washington, Colorado, and all other states in the union
tramped across France and pushed the German war
machine back across the Rhine. We fought and WON!
emember, Governor, the early days ofWorld
War II when Americans were in doubt about
how our troops would make out in the South
Pacific jungles, because as the book said, You Are
Fighting the Japanese Soldier in his Back Yard, On His
Terms?

R

Remember, Governor, reading about the tenacityoftheAmericanonMidway,Guadalcanai,Guam,
Saipan, Iwo Jima, Okinawa, Tarawa, Kwajelain,
Rabaul, New Guinea, Hollandia, Pelileu and other
God-forsaken places in the Pacific where Americans
paid with their lives, proving that Americans could
do the job? They also fought and WON!
Can a man of your assumed intelligence dare to tell
me that American citizens CAN•T pick strawberries,
grapes, cotton, oranges, tomatoes, lettuce, etc?
Can you tell me that in the early days of our country,
our frontiersmen had braceros to harvest their crops
because the work was too hard for them and they
preferred to live on welfare?
In our history, Governor, Americans have always
been able to do ANYTHING they wanted to do
IF they wanted to do it bad enough!!

IS SOMEONE TRYING TO TELL THIS
DUMB, UNEDUCATED MEXICAN THAT
AT LONG LAST, OUR UNITED STATES HAS
FOUND A STUMBLING BLOCK IT CANNOT HURDLE?
In the next issue ofEL EXCENTRICO, on May
5, 1965, I followed up with this Open Letter to the
Governor:
Dear Pat:
The way I see this bracero question currently bugging the Mexican American in the southwest and California, is thus:
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Lifetime Pass
After being appointed to the Santa Clara County
Fair board of directors by Supervisor Dan
McCorquodale, I served five years.
My reward was a fancy gold badge that allows
me and my guests to enter any Fair in the western
United States completely free of charge,
One bright summer day on our way to Los
Angeles, Gloria and I stopped by the San Luis
Obispo County Fair in Paso Robles.
Zzzzzzzzzz.
Zzzzzzzzzz.
The Sides: Growers who contribute handsomely to
your campaign funds, and the Mexican American workers who supply the votes to get your elected.
The Issue: Growers want to hire slave labor from
Mexico to pick their crops in this state, and the Mexican
American worker wants to rid the state of braceros so
that he is able to bargain for higher wages just as any
other American citizen.
he Dilemma: The Grower is intelligent, has
lots of money, and spends it in the political
campaign, and votes REPUBLICAN. The
Mexican American worker has very little money, has
little hope of getting much more until the state is rid of
braceros, and votes DEMOCRATIC. (That means you,
Pat, in case you•ve forgotten the people that put you in
office) every time, without questioning the official running for office.

T

Which side should the Governor try to please? The
majority or the moneymen? The ones who already have it,
or those trying to get a meager bit of it? Our American
citizens, or slave labor from a foreign country?
People who pay taxes to California and the United States;
or people who earn their money here and take it back to
Mexico?
THE SOLUTION: I see it as a matter of education,
amigos. The enlightened M-A must convince his fellow man
that he is being taken for granted by Sacramento and that the
present Governor only associates himself with the Mexican
American around election time.
And then ONLY BECAUSE THERE ARE MORE
MEXICAN AMERICAN VOTERS THAN GROWER AND
RANCHER VOTERS! • • • • •
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dan IPIIItl II usc
In November 1952 I had moved to Los Angeles to
attend Woodbury College. I aspired to a career in
journalism, specifically attending events such as the
Rose Bowl game, the NCAA finals, the Olympics, the
World Series, etc., and sending my reports back to the
Los Angeles TIMES. I read the sports pages from front
to back, even the box scores during baseball season. I
was obsessed with knowing all I could learn about
sports, especially football, basketball, baseball, and
track and field.
How naive can a country boy be?
he Toilers of Manuel Arts were playing
Washington in the final game of their South
em League season. They featured All City
halfbacks John Arnett and Grant Gridiron. (How's that
for a football player name?).

T

Manual won easily. When I found out that they
were the nearest school to where I lived at 4110 So.
Figueroa St., they became my adopted high schoo!· I
followed Manual Arts into the playoffs and the C1ty
of Los Angeles championship game in the L.A. Coliseum.
Arnett went on to a brilliant career at USC, making
All American. USC was in a down cycle when he went
there. They were not even the best team in Los Angeles
because they were facing the UCLA Bruins of coach
Red Sanders in their best years. In 1954 the Bruins were
declared National Champions by United Press International.
Did you know that Jon Arnett never scored a
touchdown on UCLA?
True. In his senior year, before a crowd of over
90,000 in the L.A. Coliseum, he took the game's opening
kickoff back 90 yards for a touchdown! Whistle! Called
back. All of the USC linemen had lined up offside! All
of 'em! Teedee nullified.
Eleven players on the field, 35 on the sidelines and
11 coaches and no one realized that ALL the linemen
were offside? Hard to believe, but true.
Arnett played in the NFL for the Chicago Bears and
the Los Angeles Rams.
The $64,000 question: What happened to Grant
Gridiron? Never heard from him again after the Los
Angeles City championship game. He seems to have
fallen off the edge of the earth. • • • • •

Toot! Toot!
Nov. 8, 1974
Not everyone in the state of Texas was convinced that I was trying to destroy the American
GI Forum by some of the controversial articles
which appeared in THE FORUMEER while I was
editor between 1968 and 1987. See the letter
below from the Pass City GI Chapter in Texas:
David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER
1680 Alum Rock Avenue
San Jose, CA 95116
Dear David:
Knowing you are the type of individual who
"tells it like it is," we will do the same and state the
purpose for our letter.

Some criticism has been leveled at you as
the editor of THE FORUMEER, and being as
knowledgeable as you are, we know you can
retain your objectivity.

he Pass City Chapter o~El Pas~,
in our meeting last mght, dts
cussed this criticism. We unanimously voted to inform you that we support
you and feel that you have been extremely
effective as the editor of our paper.

T

There are so many articles we could refer
to but suffice it to say that NIXON SE RAJA is
b~t one of the many excellent articles which you
have written.
We sincerely hope you will continue providing us the same coverage We know how effective
the press is, and only a man of your intelligence,
gifted with a keen awareness of our problems can
really "set us free."
Sincerely,
--DANIEL GONZALES, Chairman
Pass City Chapter
El Paso, Texas 79924
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Take THAT. tejano critics!
I always wondered if the Texas big shots
ever saw that letter or knew it had been written.
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he Flores Mexicanas Pageant pro
gram sponsored by San Jose GI
Forum is dedicated every year to a
deserving person in the community to which
the organization wishes to pay tribute. In 2000
the honoree was Cesar Flores Mendez of Oakland, who was a member of our chapter. I was
asked to write it and this is what! came up with:

T

This 2000 Flores Mexicanas Pageant program is dedica ted to the late Cesar F. Mendez,
who served our organization for over 35 years.
Though he lived in Oakland, he was a member of
San Jose Chapter.
Cesar is recognized as the godfather of our
Veterans Outreach Program. In 1967 he urged the

'·\

..

American GI Forum to become involved in helping
our nation's veterans get the full be nefits of their GI
Bill of Rights. He was never elected to our state
chairmanship which he sought, but ideas and phi losophies whic h he espoused were adopted and
became those that guided us through some very
trying years.
Mendez was a staunch believer in community
participation, be it the realm of politics, economics,
education, employment, or whatever. He served the
Dept. of California as our Secretary, and as Vice
Chairman.
When employees of the Alameda Naval Air
Station sought better jobs, better pay, and promotions commensurate with their abilities, CF
was there, fi ghtin g for their rights.
When a soldier killed serving his country in
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Vietnam was returned to Oakland and no one
came forth to claim the body, CF was again in the
forefront, urging GI Forum members to participate in the final rites for a man who made the
supreme sacrifice for his country. Almost 40 of
our members attended services at the Presidio of
San Francisco and at the San Bruno National
Military Cemetery.

Cesar maintained a relationship with political leaders in his community, the state of
California, and in the halls of the United
States Congress. He was recognized as a champion for civil rights by Alameda County Supervisor Charlie Santana, by State Senator
Nicholas Petris, by Congressman RonDellums,
and others to whom he went seeking assistance in the political arena.
He was in the forefront of those American GI
Forum members who participated in the United
Farmworkers March on Sacramento during the
Pat Brown administration, providing security for
the march and taking photographs for the GI
Forum record.
Cesar could be very abrasive at times, when
it took harsh words to get people motivated. No
apologies afterward. liThe end result is what

Best Day Ever

Red Grange
In October 1924, in the dedication game of the
new Illinois Memorial Stadium, the Illini are meeting mighty Michigan, undefeated for three years.
In the first 12 minutes of the first quarter, halfback Red Grange takes the opening kickoff back 95
yards for a touchdown. Then he follows with a run
around right end for 67 yards, and two more runs of
55 yards and 44 yards.
All in all, he carries 21 times, gains 402 yards,
throws six passes, one for a touchdown, and ends the
afternoon with 6 touchdowns.
Not a bad day's work.

matters, the job got done II he was fond of saying.
III got to be where the action is ... II
Cesar and Tony Gallegos presented the American GI Forum•s viewpoint when we filed a lawsuit,
forcing the telephone company to provide Spanish
speaking operators in heavily Hispanic populated
areas of northern California.

Cesar Flores Mendez ••• buena gente ••• good
people •.• un buen camarada ••• a loyal comrade •.•
un vato muy riata ••• an OK guy ••• a person about
whom it can truthfully be said ••• we are grateful
that our paths crossed.
We can hear him now, pleading with St. Peter
that he doesn•t have a photo I. D .... or a green card ...
or a VISA credit card ... or a presidential pardon for
his sins ... and ... nonetheless he ought be allowed to
proceed immediately to HIS seat at the right hand of
God. III got to be where the action is, St. Pete! II
C.F. Mendez was intensely proud that he had
served in the military service of his country. He
continued serving his country•s veterans until he
passed away in early October 1999.

When he passed away, the City of Oakland,
Alameda County, the State of California, and the
American GI Forum of the United States, lost a
mighty Warrior. • • • • •

License Plate
rn read anything, including other people·s
license plates. Some very interesting personalized plates people have. Others put their messages on the custom license plate brackets they
have made.
Saw this one on a red van at the San Jose GI
Forum building. (Say it!)

loEcl

California 1cA o41

2GOCNDO
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Mike Roybal's PreTrial Services
Presentation Paper

V

ida Nueva Director Michael Roybal was asked
to make a presentation about our program to the
staff members of the Santa Clara County Office of Pre-Trial Services. This is what I wrote for him:
Good morning!
I am Michael Roybal, director of San Jose GI Forum
I Vida Nueva S.L.E.
We are here to give you information about our
program so that you can decide if it serves the needs of
your clients.
We are a Sober Living Environment, a home for men
18 years of age and older, who want to live in a drug and
drink-free home.

We hope to convince you that Vida Nueva is the
best place in Santa Clara County to refer your
Hispanic clients.
We also welcome men of other cultures, of course,
because we believe that interacting with others gives us
a better understanding of the diversity of the world
around us. We want to know them and want them to
know us.
If your clients must attend court-mandated classes in
Parenting, Domestic Violence, Anger Management or
other subjects, we allow them to do so. They sign in and
out and must return to the house at a reasonable time.
We are looking for persons who want to live among
other men commited to staying clean and sober. The
typical Vida Nueva SLE client has been in jail, has been
in recovery home programs, or lives in a home where
alcohol and drugs are being used and he doesn't feel

Alvarado First Chicana
On January 28, 1998, Blanca Alvarado was
sworn in as Chairperson of the Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors.
History was made. She becomes the first Chicana
ever elected to that position. She expounded on A
First For Every Child the theme she chose for her
11

11

,

comfortable
there. He applies
to Vida Nueva.
We read his
application and
conduct a brief
oral interview.
We ascertain that
he understands
the obligations of
being in an S.L.E.

Vida Nueva has
Two A.A. and one N.A.
meetings per week
in our home••
All residents
strongly encouraged
to attend.

e disqualify applicants who have a
history of violence, who have been
charged with morals offenses, and
who have emotional problems which preclude
them from living harmoniously with others.

W

During the orientation process, we inform the
resident that we will do whatever we can to assist
him in completing the program. If we cannot help
him at Vida Nueva, we look for resources outside of our
program and tell him about them.
We assure him that we are there to help him

successfully complete the program, and that we can
do it only with his cooperation.
We explain that he can go to work immediately if he
has a job. If not, we can prepare a resume to aid him in
looking for a job. We suggest where he might look. We
encourage him to interact with the other residents and to
inquire about work. We subscribe to the San Jose MERCURY NEWS so he can look at the want ads daily.
When we receive job offerings from other sources, we

inaugural address.
San Jose GI Forum members were among those
who jammed the County Cafeteria reception to
congratulate a lady who rose from humble beginnings to a seat on the San Jose City Council, a seat
on the County Board of Supervisors and then to the
position of Chairperson.
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immediately contact the resident who is not working to
tell him about the job offering, and encourage him to
look into it. If he does not have access to a car, we tell him
where he can get a bus pass for $6 for six months.
Our program is self-supporting. It is owned and
managed by San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, a
Mexican American Veterans Family Organization,
founded by six San Jose police officers and 17 other
community leaders in 1959.
Our organization is widely recognized for provision
of meaningful community services: the San Jose GI
Forum Scholarship Foundation has awarded over
$1 ,000,000 in academic grants in its 20 year history; the
San Jose Fiestas Patrias
(Cinco de Mayo and 16th of
Sept.)
celebrations are the
Free Resume
largest Hispanic cultural celPrep~l'aj()n
ebrations in the U.S.; and for
Service; for
over 37 years, THE
unempl~wed
LEADER, our chapter publiclients.
cation has been circulated to
members and friends throughout the United States.
Unlike a managed care program which costs $10,000
per client, Vida Nueva S.L.E. costs the public nothing.
It is supported entirely by resident fees.
Our staff of six: Director, Administrative Assistant,
two Counselors, and two House Managers have a combined total of over 36 years of experience in working
with alcoholics and drug abusers. They are bilingual
(English and Spanish) and dedicated to their work.

e understand alcoholics and drug
abusers because we have been alco
holies and drug abusers. Four of our
staff members went through the Vida Nueva program, so WE KNOW IT WORKS!

W

Residents are on restriction for the first 30 days.
Working residents go to work and back only. Nonworking residents are allowed to go only to the grocery
store to buy their food.
Residents make their own beds. They are assigned a
chore which they must do once every 24 hours. A daily
house check monitors the chores.
A weekly Residents Meeting is used to keep residents abreast of changes in the program and to listen to
their concerns about the program. Over the years our
program has evolved into what it is because we listen to

Jeff Fischer Letter
from Colorado
David Sierra
Beleagured Editor
San Jose, Calif.
Dave:
Sorry I haven't gotten you a lot of information
out of Colorado recently to help you tell the world
what is going on but have been very busy getting
MI TIERRA off the ground.

I asked Sarah Barela to include you on the
mailing list so you will receive all the upcoming
issues on time. This will help you have more
current information than you have been getting from Colorado.
Understand you have been taking heat at Midyear and other conferences involving the GI Forum for the way in which you handle THE
FORUMEER. Guess that's one of the hazards we
have to put up with to a point, but do keep up the
good work.

Your hard hitting language raises eyebrows and keeps a lot of Forumeers off their
asses.
Fully supportive,
--JEFF FISCHER
2915 W. First Avenue
Denver, CO 80219

the ideas proposed by those who benefit from our
services.
urfirstobjective when anew resident comes
to Vida Nueva is to make him feel at home.
We orient him to the home, show him his
bedroom, the laundry, the kitchen, the weight pile, and
the pool room. We explain the house rules, give him a
copy to view at his leisure, then we discuss the rules with
him to assure that he fully understands his obligations to
Vida Nueva and our obligations to him.
Residents are assigned no more than three to a room.
They share the responsibility for keeping the common
area of the room neat and clean. The home is inspected
each morning to assure compliance.

0
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Neutrality
Neutrality is at times a graver sin than belligerence.
--Louis D. Brandeis, 1954.

Residents indicate to staff when they will do their
chore and the chore is checked daily to assure that it is
being done daily.

Residents leaving the premises are required to
sign in and out on Workers and Non-Workers sheets.
Residents on restriction are required to return to the
house within 2 hours ofleaving the job site. Residents
not on restriction must return to the house by 11 PM
dally.
Residents are assigned to a Counselor who makes
monthly entries in his file regarding the resident's comportment and other important information which is
shared with the referring agency.
If a resident misbehaves, an Incident Report is

written and becomes part of his file.
Vida Nueva keeps a Report Card on each resident. It
shows how many nights he slept in his bed, how many
AA and NA meetings he attended. We record how many
Resident Meetings he goes to. Also whether he does his
chore properly.

When a resident goes to court, a copy of the
Resident Report Card goes with him. Whenever
there are special circumstances, the Director accompanies the resident to court and is available to explain reports to the probation officer and the judiciary.
Vida Nueva is conveniently located directly south of
the Eastridge Mall, in close proximity to the Capitol
Expressway and Highway 101.
ur resi~ents catch Valley Transit Authority
buses JUSt steps from our front door, with
easy access by bus, lite rail, and BART to
all points in Santa Clara County and the South Bay area.
Our home, fronted by a large shopping center, has
~cres of grassland behind it, giving us a rural atmosphere
In the heart of a large city.
More than 50 community agencies refer clients to
Vida Nueva: churches, attorneys, employers, labor
unions, probation department, Salvation Army, California Rehabilitation, hospitals, outpatient care facilities,
Valley Medical Center, C.E.T., A.A., families, Dept. of
Social Services, C.T.C., Casa Libre, Public Defender's
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Office, Casa Legal, M.A.C.A., Alano Club, private
physicians, and Social Security.

Since 1979, when we were a certified and licensed
recovery home, Vida Nueva has served more than
2,500 men, with never a single incidence of violence.
Over 95% of our residents became employed while
living here. 91% of our clients have been Hispanics.
M~n~ than 50% successfully completed the program
(IIDntmum of 90 consecutive days clean and sober).

We transitioned to being a Sober Living Environment (SLE) in January 1995, and were the first
SLE program to be approved for referral of clients
by the Santa Clara County District Attorney's Office.
We are telling you all this because we want you to
refer clients to Vida Nueva, especially your Hispanic
clients.

We want to be THE IDSPANIC S.L.E. FOR
SANTA CLARA COUNTY.
e share a common goal with probation
and parole officers and the judiciary. We
want men who have lived a life of crime,
drugs, alcoholism and neglect of their families to adopt
a law-abiding lifestyle, commit to living without drugs
or alcohol, to recover their pride in themselves, return to
their families, and become responsible members of our
community.
I know you have questions.
Shoot!
Michael said the presentation went very well. There
were lots of questions and he got the impression that the
probation and parole officers came away with a positive
feeling toward Vida Nueva SLE. Let us hope. • • • •

W

RellleDlber?
1949
Johnny Mesa
(Sunnyvale Fremont HS)
won 100, 200, and Triple
Jump to pace his team to
SCVAL track title. Mesa ran
9.8,21.9 in sprints.
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Eulogy for a Friend

Fred Francisco Alanis

Roosevelt
High School
Fresno, Calif.

August 17, 1974

A

man whom I considered to be
my best friend, Fred Alanis,
passed away. When he worked
at Western Union in San Jose we became
fast friends. We had the San Joaquin Valley in common, both of us having been
raised and gone to high school in that vast
agricultural part of California.
Also, we both enjoyed drinking cold beer. He had
run track at Fresno Roosevelt High School and loved
the sport. We talked about that all the time.
One time, when I was very sick and in the hospital,
it was he who came to pick me up and drive me home
when I was released. I wouldn't have called anyone else.
~le I was healing, he came to our home one day
beanng a black bull sculpture, almost a foot high and 3
feet long, which he presented to me.
"I feel like anything but a big bad bull right
now," I admitted.
He laughed, ..That's supposed to provide you with
inspiration, E. David,.. he said, .. Look at how that
sonofabitch is hung! ..
Another time, on Christmas eve, a Western Union
driver delivered a box to me at work. Unusual because
WU was only about two blocks away from Hillis Printing. The box contained a bottle of Seagram's VO with a
brief message: .. E. David: Who says Mexicans don't
have any class! Merry Christmas, Buddy! ..
I just about cried.
And of course I met him a few hours later at Jimmie's
Barber Shop at 3rd & San Fernando to celebrate the
yuletide. Or something like that.
Already suffering from an advanced case of lupus, a
deadly disease, he moved to Stockton to manage WU's
office there. I went to see him twice.
I explained to him that E. David Sierra was not a
good friend to have if you were sick or in jail because I
did not like to see my friends laid up, or locked up. He

just laughed.
One time, after a state convention in Sacramento
I took Tony Gallegos, our national chairman, there'
to visit him because Fred had told me that he wanted
to see him. I sensed that Fred knew he was about to
depart this world. But we did not talk about that.
When Fred passed away his wife Deleta asked if
I would say a few words at the memorial services. S.L
como no. This is what I said:

We are here tonight because our good friend,
Fred Francisco Alanis, has moved on to his
reward. And I stand here because we choose not
to let this unhappy occurrence pass without, in
some small way, trying to express our love and
respect for him.
Fred Francisco Alanis was a personal friend of the
men and women of the American GI Forum who have
assembled before him to pay their last respects.
We knew him but for a brief span of time, relatively
speaking, for he was upon God's earth for only 44 years.
In the few short and fleeting years that we knew
him, Fred Alanis demonstrated one thing over and
over and over again ••• If you needed a friend when
things just didn't seem to be going your way ••. HE
WAS YOUR MAN.
If you had a problem that would better resolve itself
by exposure to two human minds ... FRED WAS YOUR
MAN!
If you wanted someone with whom to share some
sad news and seek counsel ... FRED WAS YOUR
MAN!
AND ... if you needed a person other than your wife
and immediate family with whom to share some GOOD
news ... FRED WAS YOUR MAN!
red and I had at least one thing in common ...
we shared a fondness for cold beer. Over a
couple of cold ones, I encouraged him to seek
the chairmanship of SOUTH SAN JOSE GI FORUM at
a time when the chapter appeared to need inspired and
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San Jose Gl Forum Politics

Divide & Conquer Tactics
April 1983
EL OBSERV ADOR, a community newspaper
slanted to Chicanos but owned by Hueros, had
begun a campaign to discredit San Jose GI
Forum. In April 1983, as editor of THE LEADER,
I decided to retaliate. Here is what I wrote in that
issue:

Gilbert
Rodriguez
Against
San Jose
GI Forum
Doing
Fiestas
Patrias

EL OBSTRUCTOR
·oivide & Conquer•
Tactics Failing
in San Jose
dedicated leadershp.

Those of you in the organization know that Fred
took one of the smallest chapters in the state, unorganized and in debt, and in one and one half years made
it fiscally solvent, doubled its membership, and won
the Outstanding Chapter A ward at the State Convention.
Fred encouraged, pushed, led, begged, and threatened that group of people into one successful endeavor
after another. And people followed , because whether he
ever realized it or not, FRED ALANIS WAS A LEADER.
The Western Union company, for which he worked,
recognized those traits of leadership and his willingness
to work. A few years ago he was offered the managership of their Stockton office. And Fred accepted.
But by that time he was already locked into a
struggle with a dreaded disease which impaired his
health.

We went to see him .. now and then. He was a very
sick man. But in MY mind, I clung to the hope that
he would overcome his problems, because I knew
Fred Alanis and I knew his inner strengths.
Those of you who had not seen him for some time,

(Cont. on pg. 548)
might like to know that FRED ALANIS never lost the
sense of humor which endeared him to many of us.
He never stopped looking FORWARD to the future,
with the knowledge that for Him, His Family, Friends
and Relatives, everything would always turn out alright!
red Alanis was intensely proud of his wife
Deleta and his daughter Jackie. And he was
equally proud of hi s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Faustino Alanis, and of his brothers and sisters .... Ted,
Gilbert, Joe, Tingo, Ann --- all of them.

F

I cannot stand before you to say that we are doing
what we are doing because FRED WOULD HAVE
WANTED IT THAT WAY. I do not KNOW how
Fred would have wanted it. We never talking about
dying. We talked about living ... and about enjoying
life ... as he always did.
Life is very short ... We should always try to find
some good in everything that we see and do. Our short
time span on God's earth is made more meaningful and
enj oyable by people who have confidence, who are
optimists, who laugh a lot, and who are dedicated and
principled. I think Fred Alanis was all of that. And we
are better for having known him. Thank You. • • • • •
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by Lobo The Wonderdog
CHISME CITY-- On Monday, March 8, EL OBSTRUCTOR reporter Susan Crespo called San Jose GI
Forum Vice Chairman David Sierra to inform him that
Gil Rodriguez (Past San Jose GI Forum Chairman, Past
California State Chairman, and Present National Chairman of the SER Board (That's the title, HE uses, folks)
had told EL OBSTRUCTOR that the San Jose GI Forum
membership meeting of Friday., March 4, 1983 had
been .. stacked.. by the Board of Directors and that
opponents of the proposal to pay off a $9,7990 debt left
owing to the City of San Jose by sponsors of last year·s
Fiestas Patrias and that we sponsor the Cinco de Mayo
festival on May 1, 1983 were NOT ALLOWED TO
SPEAK.
The Vice Chmn. told EL OBSTRUCTOR that the
issue was important enough to warrant calling people to
attend so that the largest number possible could be
involved in the decision-making process (Apparently,
Mr. Rodriguez would rather have those decisions left to
a very small group of people).
That MAY be the way Mr Rodriguez operated the
chapter last year, but that MAY also explain why he is
no longer chairman. And that is NOT the way the Frank
Caballero administration functions.
Not allowed to speak? Mr. Rodriguez showed up
one hour and 17 minutes after the meeting started. He
missed Councilwoman Blanca AI varado•s presentation,
he missed Mr. Abel Cota•s presentation, and further he
didn•t ASK to speak!
EL OB 's edition of Wed., March 9th on page 1
observed that two members of San Jose GI Forum
had resigned because of a vote to sponsor this year's
Cinco de Mayo festival.
That was a monumental scoop for EL OB over the
San Jose MERCURY and the electronic news media in
the Bay Area since none of THEM were on top of that
story. YOU did it, EL OB Scooped •em again!
We were not aware that San Jose GI Forum•s prestige had gone to the level where our membership additions or deletions are so important that they merit front
page coverage even for a fourth-rate fish wrapper like
ELOB!
However, not so, EL OB. Sorry. Our membership records as of Sat., March 12th show no resignations from San Jo Chapter They DO sow three more

members joining at the March 4th meeting, and we
did receive TWELVE inquiries about membership
since your March 9th -- MAY 5 VOTE ROCKS GI
FORUM RANKS -- article appeared. YOU LIE.
Our members do not leave the chapter merely because you want them to. Repeat- No One Has Resigned.
They are independent souls who do what they damned
please Even speak up at the meeting when they disagree
with their board of directors. Sorry.
We wonder what happens to EL OB employees who
disagree with THEIR management!
With floodwaters running 6 feet deep in nearby
Alviso we would think that THAT would merit front
page coverage. But maybe our sense of values is different.
Or, maybe you folks are more concerned about our
membership than about Alviso because your •divisive
tactics• better, and it takes a professional reporter to
cover .. hard news .. properly.
We suppose if a nuclear blast demolished the Santa
Clara Valley, EL oB·s next headline would be-- FUTURE OF CITY OF SAN JOSE UP IN THE AIR! ... or
... RONNIE WAS WRONG ... or ... EL OBSTRUCTOR
CIRCULATION SURPASSES THE LEADER! .. or ...
ELOB TO DECIDE WHEN FIESTAS PATRIAS WILL
RESUME ... or ... CURSES, FOILED AGAIN! .. or ...
well, you get the idea.
We think EL OB doesn't want a Cinco de Mayo
celebration in San Jose this May for two very important reasons:
(1) Their front page headline on Feb. 16 was NO
CINCO FIEST A SCHEDULED THIS YEAR. The have
already said there is not going to be a fiesta, Raza. And
they cannot be wrong. If they say there is going to be no
celebration, Raza, there is going to be no celebration
Wait until September, Raza. They know what is good for
us. EL OB wanted the Fiestas Patrias put on hold until
they can get ready to do them for us! Trust them; and
(2) Because THEY ARE NOT GOING TO SPONSOR IT. But, they want to rip off some profits.
Did you think that your circulation would receive a
healthy boost since you were sponsoring the Fiestas and
could keep Fiesta information to yourself?
Did you believe that the local news media would
make EL OB a household word in the Santa Clara Valley
and aid you in promoting your rag? Were you ever made
aware by anyone that •divide and conquer• tactics are
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passe in the 80's?
How much of the money that you earned last year
went back into the community to support the girl scouts,
little league, scholarships, etc?
Also, EL OB failed to report that three new members were sworn in at the last meeting. If you folks are
going to be covering our meetings, you should do it right
... or just ask and we can loan you Tyrone, Lobo The
Wonderdog, or The Phantom Writer from our staff to
help you ferret out the TRUTH.
We challenge the Taco Bell journalists of EL OB,
since they are interested in our membership, to check out
the status of Tyrone, Lobo, C.M. Premilando, C.
Notedejasyoro (Bombay), M.R. Nonono (Hayward),
and La Llorona. Are they paid up? Are they going to stay
in the chapter? Are they interested in joining?
EL OB quoted former chairman Rodriguez: "The
board is using the same tactics against us and other
organizations as gueros use on us Chicanos; they use
power to do away with little guys."
oes Mr. Rodriguez consider himself a
'little guy'? Since he describes himself as
'Past San Jose GI Forum Chairman,
Past California State Chairman, and Present National Chairman of the SER Board ofDirectors', that
suggests to us that he thinks he is a pretty important
person.
Or maybe he suffers from the Dangerfield Syndrome. You know ... lots of titles but no respect.
Lastly, EL OB, "guero" is properly spelled 'Huero,'
but we wouldn't expect you to know that since you are
not an Hispanic press. You are merely interested in
extracting money from the Hispanic community.
Secondly, Hueros can always fmd a 'House Mexican' willing to criticize his own Raza. It does not
surprise us that they found one in our organization,
since we are a very democratic organization. Anyone
can join the San Jose GI Forum, including the publishers of EL OB.
But, then, someone may ask that you do some
'community work' and maybe you don't care enough to
get involved . if there is no money in it.
One more point, EL OB, why dido 't those critical
of San Jose GI Forum paying off the $9,799.01 owed
to the City ••• also tell you that immediately afterward, San Jose GI Forum, BY A UNANIMOUS
VOTE including THOSE critics ... voted to expend
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$8,000 to purchase an Apple lie computer?
If they claimed we were too broke to expend
$9,799.01 at 10:37 PM, why is it that at 10:44 PM they
did not hesitate to vote UNANIMOUSLY to expend
another $8,000 for a computer?
Would you recognize hypocrisy if it was sitting on
your lap?
Did Mr. Rodriguez tell you that our meetings begin
at 8 PM, that the discussion on the Fiestas started at 8:45
PM, that he arrived at 9: 17 PM, and that the final vote
was taken at 9:37 PM?
Did he tell you that we passed out five pages of
documentation on our proposal prior to the discussion?
Did he tell you that he chose NOT to speak on the
subject, perhaps because he had already been accused,
openly and publicly at the meeting, of appearing at the
City Council meeting to speak against a proposal he had
not even seen?
Finally, if you believe Mr. Rodriguez's contention
that 28 of our members went to the meeting and ABSTAINED from voting in the most important issue we
have ever considered (front page, EL OB, March 9,
1983) then for damned sure neither you NOR HE know
the San Jose Chapter.
If you believe everything Mr. Rodriguez tells you,
then we have a bridge in Brooklyn to sell you. Perhaps
you can use it to "bridge", if you will, the credibility gap
between what IS reality and what Mr. Rodriguez wishes
it WERE.
Keep up the hard-hitting, investigative reporting.
We really do enjoy the attention. Your critical comments, biased and unresearched as they may be, provide
us with an incentive to work harder so that others will
REALLY appreciate the difference between a 24-year
old community organization and a struggling Gavacho
newspaper.
NO CINCO FIESTA SCHEDULED THIS
YEAR, huh? You wish.
Please drop ofT more copies at our office Your
paper makes excellent flsh wrap.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Leader frequently used
articles bylined Lobo the WonderDog, Tyrone, Elke
Sakalamota, A yam Yur Fader and other fictitious characters to add humor to our newsletter. Some people
enjoyed it and some did not. (See GOING TO THE
DOGS, page 913). • • • • •
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Honors for
El Excentrico's
Humberto Garcia
Never to be accused of being a shrinking violet, EL
EXCENTRICO publisher Humberto Garcia decided to
have a 15th anniversary Dinner-Dance at the Hawaiian
Gardens. We went first cabin. On December 5, 1964, I
wrote the following in THE LEADER, San Jose GI
Forum's newsletter:

Forum Pays Tribute to Humberto Garcia
The American GI Forum of San Jose, never an
organization which forgets those which have helped it
beco~e t~e h!g~ly respected and smooth-functioning
organtzatlon tt ts, recently paid tribute to San Jose's
Humberto Garcia on the 15th anniversary of his great
publication, EL EXCENTRICO.
Mr. Garcia is one of the best friends the American
GI Forum has and the Forum remembered his 15th
anniversary by presenting him with a desk-top pen and
pencil set suitably engraved to mark the occasion.
Much of the success of EL EXCENTRICO's 15th
anniversary Dinner-Dance at the Hawaiian Gardens
must go to dynamic and hard-working Carlos Gomez.
This event was the first opportunity we had ever had to
work with this fine gentleman and it is no secret that his
sparkling personality and his conscientious application
to the job at hand greatly contributed to the success of
the program and to the general joyful atmosphere of the
evening. Carlos, muchisimas gracias. Todo el exito de
esta ocasion se le debe a usted.
A big thanks also to Robert Rodriguez, the after
dinner speaker, who delivered a very apropos testimonial about Humberto Garcia. Robert hit the nail on the
head with his address, as did Pompeyo Garcia, Maria de
Ia Luz Sanchez, and Dr. Juan deHeras who also ad-

One fifth
One-fifth of the people are against everything all the time.
--Robert F. Kennedy

Turkeys of the Year
June, 1983

THE LEADER

Turkeys of the Year? EASY ... KNTV-Channel11
for its coverage of the Cinco de Mayo celebration on
Sunday, May 7th. 60,000 people downtown having a
good time, the Johnny Canales Show direct from Texas
'
a 174-unit parade, El Centro de Nuestra Cultura again
drawing record crowds, Mexican folkloric dance groups,
mariachis, ethnic food booths of all nationalities, all the
downtown merchants reporting lots of customers in the
revitalized downtown San Jose, and all our local idiots
can find to report on is ... (are you ready?) ... the TRASH
left by 60,000 celebrants!
Every other television station in the bay area is

reporting on the positive aspects of the celebration,
and our Turkeys can only see TRASH!
Shove your mikes. KNTV, but don't forget to move
your head first so you don't hurt your costly equipment.
When ARE you folks gonna grow up? • • • • •

dressed the gathering.

The highlight of the evening has to be the very
well constructed blonde who did the wild twist on the
stage late in the evening. Bert Garcia, Jr. took some
shots of Beautiful Legs in action but his dad is a
square and did not print them so we could run them
in this column. Maybe the next time. Cross your
fingers.
We can't forget to thank Jesse Delgado, one of the
American GI Forum's scholarship winners, who kept
track of things at the door. Thanks a million, Jesse, for
an excellent job.
Incidentally, if you want to find city officials with
little or no class, look no further than San Jose. Mayor
Joseph Pace addressed the crowd and delivered what to
me sounded like a commercial for his medical practice
and a campaign speech for the next city council election.
Ex-Mayor Welch followed with a discourse on what
to me sounded like attempting to prove his fine association with the Mexican American.
Both of you men are trying too hard. RELAX.
--Eliseo T. Sierra

